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The Role o f Moulins in the Late Summer Subglacial Hydrology of a Valley Glacier
Chairperson:

J

Subglacial Hydrology controls the basal sliding rate o f a glacier, and in turn is itself
found to be controlled by a balance between discharge and hydraulic potential. Hydraulic
potential is the sum o f gravitational potential and pressure potential, and is found to relate
to the spatial distribution o f moulin formation. The subglacial drainage network of
Bench Glacier, Alaska during the midsummer months is here found to be efficient down
the centerline o f the glacier, with inefficient drainage networks distal to the central axis.
The subglacial drainage network is also found to change slightly in its geometry as
subglacial water pressure changes relative to ice overburden pressure. A majority of
water delivered to the subglacial drainage network is derived from supragiacial meltwater
streams flowing through moulins, with only a few moulins delivering a vast majority o f
the available meltwater to the bed.
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chapter 1
Introduction

Glaciers are an active sculptors of topography in cooler regions of the globe and
previously in geologic history have contributed greatly to the morphology o f a significant
portion o f the earth’s surface. More importantly, they serve as both a strong influence on
and indicator o f global climate for the past, present, and future. However, despite
significant recent work and public attention, there are important aspects of glaciers which
remain poorly understood. One aspect that merits study is the way in which water is
delivered from the surface o f the glacier to the bed, and how it flows along the bed.
Aside from being a deterministic factor in the discharge of a glacial outlet stream and
thus water resource management (Schuler, 2002), it is important in that the sliding of ice
over ground is directly linked to the water that is present underneath the glacier
(Paterson, 1994). Without a comprehensive understanding o f the subglacial drainage
system, models o f basal sliding rates are approximations at best.

1.1

B ackground

1.1.1

Water Routing to the Bed
When snow melts in the accumulation area o f a glacier or in the seasonal

snowpack of the ablation area o f a glacier, it collects in a layer o f saturation at the base of
the fim/seasonal snow layer. Some water flows over the surface in streams or through
the snow, but flows relatively short distances. Large streams releasing water from under
the glacier at the terminus indicates most water eventually makes its way to the bed.
Several methods o f delivering the water to the bed have been proposed. Shreve (1972)
theorized that an arborescent network o f intragranular veins delivers water to the bed.
The Shrevian model is still accepted by many workers in the field. Other ideas include
Stenborg’s (1973) idea of moulins delivering water directly to the bed via vertical
conduits, and McGee et al.’s (2003) open void-space network. Most recently. Fountain et
al. (2005) have speculated that perhaps this last method of delivery accounts for the

majority o f englacial flow, based upon borehole particle flow experiments and video
studies conducted at South Cascade Glacier.
1.1.2

Moulins
There is a dearth o f published studies that investigate moulins, and of those

Fountain and Walder (1998) are some of the few authors who have given much
analytical thought to the formation of moulins. Early researchers like Stenborg (1973)
made the argument that moulins (Figure 1.1) could be formed from water-filled
crevasses, based largely on empirical evidence. Fountain and Walder (1998) applied a
derivation of the Manning Equation to ice to define water downcutting maxima:

D _ „

m ax

=

' nA \ { Pw8 \ ' Jt
\ P i S ) [2np,h,^) \ 2 h j

%

where [n,A = flow law constants (Nye, 1953)], [Ue = vertical ice velocity],

Vn

( 1 .2 )
[pi

= pressure

of ice at depth], [S = slope of crevasse bottom], [hiw = latent heat of melting], [Q =
discharge], [ h = channel roughness], [pw = water pressure], [g = gravity] and [Dmax =
maximum downcutting depth]. In this equation, the combined components to the left of
the subtraction sign inside of the brackets describes the downcutting force of the given
stream, while everything after the subtraction sign describes the upwards velocity of the
ice. While this equation does not take into account ice creep, they found that in general
given small discharges (10'^ m^/s) ice emergence velocity is too strong and a stream
simply cannot downcut. However, given a relatively medium size discharge of 0.1 mVs,
a stream has the potential to be able to cut all the way to the bed (>250m) even given a
relatively high ice emergence (vertical) velocity of 5 m/yr. Vertical shafts and
downstepping orientations have been observed near the surface as pathways o f moulins
and suggested as the geometry of englacial water travel. A gently sloping englacial
conduit has also been proposed as a direction the water goes once it reaches great depth
in the moulin. However, there exists no solid data to prove or disprove any particular
orientation theory, because a complete traverse from surface to bed through a moulin has
never been accomplished. The upper region of moulins, however, have been well
documented through observation.

£
Figure 1.1 A moulin. Approximately 0.75 m in diameter.
The first descent into a moulin was undertaken by Fontaine (Vallot, 1898) into the
Grand Moulin in the Mer de Glace in France over a hundred years ago. This very large
moulin happens to reform every year and was very well documented by Reynaud (1986)
almost 90 years later. Descents into moulins have also occurred on the Kaskawulsh
Glacier in the Yukon Territory (Dewart, 1966), the Hans Glacier in Svalbard (Schroeder,
1998), and on Storglaciaren, Sweden (Holmlund, 1988). All descents have occurred in
the fall or winter when input discharge is low or has ceased entirely. Reynaud (1986) and
Holmlund (1988) have both noted that the downside to exploring at this time of year is
that the closure rate of ice at depth immediately starts reducing the volume o f these
passageways as summer discharge shuts off, limiting the depth o f maximum descent.
Comparing all historical descents reveals a common theme: the moulin shaft will
remain vertical and circular in cross-section for a distance that correlates with discharge,
then will have a floor, splash pool, or step. The moulin widens at depth due to water
spray (Holmlund, 1988) and loses its circular cross-section. From this ‘bottom’ it will
continue down in a stepwise or corkscrew fashion with a tall and narrow cross section
that resembles a crevasse or vadose galleiy in karstic topography (Schroeder, 1998) and
that descends at an angle from near vertical to 45 degrees. Not far down this passageway
is where most exploration and thus direct observation stops as structures become too
narrow for human navigation (Figure 1.2). Reviewing the literature show that the larger
the maximum summertime input discharge, the deeper the initial shaft will go and the

further the lower gallery features can be explored due to their greater size. A maximum
exploration depth o f 40 m was attained at Storglaciaren, 100 m at Mer de Glace, and a
spectacular 150 m at one large moulin at Hans Glacier. Although based upon a limited
sample, if this trend were to hold true than the largest moulins would allow for the
greatest englacial exploration.

Shaft

Floor/splash pool

Galleries

F igure 1.2 Cross Section o f explored moulins, adapted from Schroeder (1998).
Englacial channels beyond the limit of human exploration have recently been
mapped and modeled with some success by Stuart et al., (2003) at Austre Broggerbreen,
Svalbard using 100 mhz ground-penetrating radar. Although this method has proven
more successful than previous attempts using other bands o f radar, Stuart et al.’s (2003)
work also exposes the current limitations o f this method, and shows that englacial
channel geometry remains somewhat enigmatic.
Moulins have also been utilized as conduits connected to the subglacial drainage
system that act as manometers, yielding measurements of the subglacial pressure field
(natural boreholes). Founded on the principle that the volume in the vertical conduit is
negligible compared to the total volume o f the subglacial drainage system that the
conduit is directly connected to, subglacial water pressure as a percentage o f ice

overburden pressure has been discerned using water level measurements in moulins at
Storglaciaren, Sweden (Holmlund and Hooke, 1983) and at White Glacier, Axel Heiberg
Island, Northwest Territories, Canada (Iken, 1972). More recently this method was
replaced by boreholes drilled with hot water.
1.1.3

Subglacial Water Flow
Subglacial hydrology has always proved a difficult aspect of glaciology, and

remains to this day one of the less-understood aspects of a glacier. This is mostly due to
the fact that the subglacial system cannot be directly viewed. While some tunnels and
caverns extend inwards (Kamb and LaChapelle, 1964; Charpentier et al., 1972) from the
sides and terminus o f a glacier, they do not go nearly far enough inward before the
viscoplastic flow o f ice causes passages to seal off by ice deformation. A few direct
observations and experiments have been made of the subglacial system at hydro-electric
projects in Europe (Wold and 0strem , 1979), but they are lacking in spatial extent and
thus cannot say much about the overall system. Another difficulty is that subglacial
hydrology is strongly controlled by water pressure, which can be highly variable both
spatially and temporally (Fountain and Walder, 1996). This is in sharp contrast to surface
hydrology systems, where gravity is the only direct force applied to the liquid.
Tracer studies have been used for over a century to attempt to study subglacial
hydrology (Nienow, 2005). Plain salt (NaCl) was often used for early studies because it
is easily measurable due to its electric conductivity. However, it has disadvantages
including pollution from other salt sources, and a large amount being necessary to
produce a recognizable pulse. Other difficulties include salt sorbing onto sediments and
the fact that salt melts ice by decreasing its melting temperature. Dyes have offered an
elegant solution to most o f these issues, and their use has seen a corollary rise in the
scientific community. Dyes themselves have improved over the years, and the dye used
in this study represents the furthest advancement to date. While it’s properties are
discussed in section 2.1.3, in short it is considered the gold standard for dye tracer
experiments, and has been adopted as the dye o f choice by the few other glaciologists
who have previously conducted dye tracer experiments in a glacial environment.

Dye tracer studies have been successfully used to study the configuration of the
subglacial drainage system at South Cascade Glacier, Washington (Fountain, 1993) in
America, the Haute d ’Arolla (Nienow et al., 1996a) and Unteraargletscher (Schuler et
ah, 2004) in Switzerland, Storglaciaren (Seaberg et. ah, 1988) in Sweden, Midtdalsbreen
(Willis et ah, 1990) in Norway, Pastemzengletscher (Burkimsher, 1983) in Austria, and
as far afield as Dokriani Glacier in India (Hasnain et ah, 2001).
Tracer studies can be used to elucidate the state o f the subglacial drainage system,
and to delimit the boundaries o f a subglacial drainage basin. Fountain (1992) used dye
tracer studies along with meltwater experiments to infer the spatial extent of three
different subglacial drainage basins underneath South Cascade Glacier. Willis et ah
(1990) had similar success at the glacier Midtdalsbreen, and Sharp et ah (1993) provide a
more complex example in which a braided subglacial system was interpreted. The
subglacial drainage system has, in general, been interpreted to have two different
configurations: distributed or channelized. Glaciologists cannot directly observe the
subglacial drainage system configuration, it has only been inferred from indirect
measurement. However, those indirect measurements have provided some understanding
of how distributed and channelized drainage are configured and how they differ.
A distributed drainage network is typified by interconnecting cavities, short
segments, and a non-organized overall pattern with slow throughput. A distributed
network typically has the characteristics of lower total discharge, high water pressure as
seen in the hydraulic head of boreholes (Fountain, 1992), and longer travel times for
tracers. A channelized drainage network is typified by an arborescent pattern of drainage
with fast throughput similar in plan view to a typical subaerial drainage pattern for a
mountain basin. A channelized network typically has the characteristics of higher total
discharge, little or no water pressure, and short travel times for tracers. Various
researchers (e.g., Seaberg et al., 1988; Sharp et al., 1993) have attempted to relate
distributed versus channelized networks to the volume o f meltwater input, ice thickness.

elevation, and ice motion, as well as hypothesize how the configuration may change over
time.

Dye tracer results have proven especially enlightening concerning the state of the
subglacial drainage network. A distributed network is marked by long dye-retum times,
and an irregularly-shaped and disperse dye return curve. These characteristics are due to
the dye taking a convoluted and slow path around obstacles and being subjected to a
higher pressure regime that makes the system prone to hydraulic damming. Anabranches
meander about and split up the dye. A channelized system, on the other hand, is marked
by short dye-retum times, a smooth high peak, and a low-dispersion curve. The
difference in channel length and configuration between the two drainage types is shown
in plan view in Figure 1.3. Seaberg et al. (1988) believe that the average channel length
as measured by dispersivity is decreased when a distributed system changes to a
channelized system due to the loss of anabranches caused by conduit enlargement
(Rothlisberger, 1972) and the consolidation of an anastamosing system into a coalescent
one.

Distributed

Channelized

Figure 1.3 Theoretical plan view o f a distributed vs. a channelized subglacial drainage
system.
As one o f several such studies, Nienow et al. (1996a) has shown how the
difference between these two systems can occur over the extent of the glacier and over
the course o f a melt season. Other studies conducted on valley glaciers in the Alps by
Schuler (unpublished. Thesis) and Willis (1990) have also shown such differences.
Previous workers have suggested that a discharge threshold must be passed early in the
season in order to switch from distributed flow to channelized flow (Fountain, 1993;
Hubbard and Nienow, 1997). Sharp et al. (1993), proposed a model in which the
channelized-distributed threshold is a physical line across the glacier that propagates upbasin as the melt season progresses, roughly paralleling the snow line. Nienow et al.
(1996b) have gone further to show how changes in the subglacial flow could possibly
affect englacial pathways. Harper et al. (in press) give evidence for a feedback between
drainage development and ice dynamics.
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Once a channelized system develops, it cannot maintain atmospheric pressure
indefinitely. Discharge never remains static during the melt season, and so in an open
conduit the ice closure rate at depth causes the channel to close rather quickly until a
balance between two different processes occurs: the closure rate due to ice pressure
versus the thermal and mechanical erosion rate (although very small) o f water on the ice.
Cutler (1998) provides a good description and accompanying numerical model of
subglacial conduit hydraulics and their temporal variations.
Discharge fluctuates strongly over a diumal cycle during warm and sunny
summer days. As a result, the channelized system remains open and unpressurized over a
good portion of the day, but is closed and experiences a rise in pressure during daily high
discharge (Schuler et al., 2004; Kohler, 1995).
1.1.4

Subglacial Groundwater
Subglacial groundwater flow typically occurs as a confined aquifer in highly

conductive glacial till and was first widely recognized by Boulton and Jones (1979).
Fountain and Walder (1998) found that given average subglacial sediment depths of 0,31.5 m beneath alpine glaciers, discharge values for subglacial groundwater flow typically
only get as high as 10'^ m^/s, given the equation:

Q.darcy

kBW
Pw8 j

Where [ k = hydraulic conductivity] (typically (10'® —10""* m/s for glacial till), [B —
aquifer thickness], [W = width of aquifer], [pw = water pressure], [g = gravity], [s =
slope], [O = hydraulic potential], and [

{

y

= hydraulic gradient], and discharge

is qualified as Darcian flow. At South Cascade Glacier typical stream discharges are 110 m^/s, and Q^^rcy is 3 to 4 orders of magnitude less than subglacial flow above any till
layer (Fountain and Walder, 1998). This estimate uses the relatively high conductivity
value o f 1o '* m/s for South Cascade Glacier till; Waddington and Clarke (1995) measured
conductivity values as low as 10"^ m/s at Trapridge Glacier, which would knock down
groundwater discharge even further into the realm of negligibility.

1.2

Statem ent o f Problem

The relationship o f moulins with the englacial drainage system remains vague, as
the englacial hydrologie system itself has proved enigmatic. Subglacial environments are
better understood, but existing knowledge is by no means comprehensive and many
questions remain. More broadly, the role o f moulins in the hydrologie system of a valley
glacier is simply not well-understood. Important questions to ask about moulins include:
Does all meltwater from the ice surface make its way to the bed via moulins? What is the
spatial configuration o f moulin input to the bed? Where and why do moulins form? How
are they and the configuration of the subglacial drainage system linked? No previous
work has addressed these questions, and the answers to these questions will ultimately
elucidate the subglacial drainage system, and shed light on internal glacial processes.

1.3

Im portance

Changes in subglacial water pressure have been shown to be directly linked to
changes in the rate o f glacial movement (Harper et al., 2005). The configuration of the
subglacial drainage is thought to play an important role in basal sliding, and it has long
been believed that water flowing beneath a glacier in any form plays an important role in
basal sliding (Iken, 1981). Subglacial flow is also plays an important role in phenomena
like glacial surging. Understanding glacial motion is also very important in a larger
context. Many of the large-scale global climate studies use glacier retreat and ice
modeling as part their study of the climate. Glaciers store and release tremendous
amounts o f fresh water, as well as play an important role as a cold engine in creating and
altering regional and global weather patterns, so understanding how they move and
change in spatial extent is critical in forming a proper understanding of large-scale ocean
current and climate issues.

1.4

F ield Site

The location for this study was Bench Glacier, Alaska (Figure 1.4). Bench
Glacier is a temperate, 8 km-long valley glacier with a mean elevation of 1300m in the
Chugach Mountains, 50 km east of Valdez, Alaska. The region is notable for having very
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high annual precipitation (close-by Thompson Pass receives 1500 cm annual average
snowfall). The Bench valley has a low slope and is north-facing. As a temperate glacier,
the ice and water are everywhere at the pressure-temperature melting point at all times of
the year, with the exception o f the upper 10m or so which the winter cold can penetrate
and drop below 0® C. The glacier has a surface area o f 6.2 km^. The glacier as it existed
in 2005 has a terminus position 861 m up-valley from the terminus position o f Bench
Glacier o f 1954 (first aerial survey o f the area), marking the glacial retreat that has been
widespread throughout the region. Research was conducted over two seasons, in August
o f 2004 and July o f 2005. August is near the end of the melt season for this region. By
August, Bench Glacier is believed to have a well developed system o f fast draining
conduits (Harper et al., in press; Fudge et al., in press).

B e n c h GJcJcier

Figure 1.4 Aerial photo looking southeast to Bench Glacier, -5 0 km east of Valdez, AK.
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Bench Glacier sits on low-grade phyllite with bedding and internal fracture
having a strike of 60° and a dip of 70°N. The strike is approximately perpendicular to the
axis o f the glacier, and is relatively uniform, varying by less than approximately 10° over
the length of the glacier. The consistent steep deep and the pervasive fracture set (frost
shattering induced fractures on the scale of 10 cm perpendicular to dip) combine to help
produce the striking morphology of the arêtes directly East of the glacier. Cross-fracture
pegmatite dikes have been viewed along these arêtes, but are not accessible for close
investigation. The phyllite represents the metasedimentary units o f the Valdez Group,
which also includes a metabasalt unit (which exist at the bed). The metasedimentary unit
of the Valdez Group were deposited as turbidites eroded from the intraoceanic island arc
represented by the metabasalt unit (Plafker et al., 1994). The Valdez Group is part of the
Flysch Assemblage o f the larger Chugach Terrane. The Chugach Terrane is in turn part
of the Southern Margin Composite Terrane (Nokleberg et al., 1989).
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C h a p te r 2
D ata Collection a n d Reduction
2.1

D ata C ollection

2.1.1

Moulin Mapping
A primary objective o f the first field season was to create a map o f the moulins of

the glacier. Such a map has never been created or attempted before so there was no
precedence to follow when creating a methodology for discovering their location in the
field. Discovering the moulins proved to actually be quite difficult. Moulins are holes in
the ice surface that have no significant depressional halo. The surface of Bench Glacier
has very little large-scale topographic relief, yet has significant small-scale topographic
relief (Figure 2.1). Ice hummocks run parallel to the glacial axis and have a height of 30
to 130 cm depending upon weather conditions and have an occurrence of approximately
two meters in the short-axis direction. These ice hummocks are caused by differential
erosion o f the glacial surface due to the accumulation of radiation-absorbing dust, as well
as to differences in the structural fabric of the ice (a 2"^ order effect). The viewing angle
is not significant enough from any high point on the glacial surface or from the sides of
the glacier to overcome the ice hummocks and view the moulins. While precipitous high
points do exist around the glacier, they not only often prove too dangerous to scale, but
also are too far away to reliably survey the smaller moulins.
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Figure 2.1 Supra-glacial stream flowing through small-scale ice hummocks of
approximately 1 meter height. Image also shows how little large-scale vertical relief
exists in the ablation area.
While an initial fly-over does show locations o f the larger moulins (Figure 2.2),
resolution is not high enough to map the location o f the smaller moulins. Other potential
issues with an aerial survey include georeferencing and framing, as well as the inability
to measure moulin input discharges.
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Figure 2.2 Aerial photo of ablation area of Bench Glacier showing supra-glacial streams
terminating in large moulins. Image shows initial promise o f aerial photogrammetry,
however, smaller moulins are non-visible. An example moulin is highlighted by the red
circle.
The resulting survey had to be on the ground, and due to the spatial extent o f the
glacier, had to include a searching pattern. The unique nature o f supra-glacial channel
formation resulted in a unique search pattern. Initially, I crossed the glacier in transects
with an even longitudinal spacing o f 500 m (Figure 2.3). Each time I crossed a channel I
marked it with GPS coordinates and named it with a transect number and channel
number. Threshold criteria for channel “existence” was that it had to be wider than my
boot is long (approximately 28 cm) if it exhibited sheet flow and wider than my boot is
wide (approximately 13 cm) if it had a depth greater than approximately 4 cm. Field
observation showed that no streams that were smaller than this threshold criteria
accumulated enough discharge on their own (in an isolated flow regime) to have the
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requisite downcutting power (see section 1.1.2) to form a moulin before the next
downstream transect. With the exception o f two transects that were in high relief areas in
the upper reaches o f the ablation zone, transects were not traveled perpendicular to
channel flow, but kept perpendicular to the glacial axis using a compass bearing to ensure
even spacing o f the transects.

F igure 2.3 transect waypoints o f channels discovered.
Once all o f the transect data had been gathered, I then worked downhill, starting
at the highest transect. I would go to a marked channel then follow it downhill until I
reached the next transect or found a moulin. Once either o f those two events happened, I
would proceed back uphill following the outermost branch o f that drainage system until I
reached the original transect or lost sight o f the channel I came down. If I reached the
transect, I would then check off all channels in between the two branches. If I found
myself at the sight distance o f the channel I descended, I would take an internal branch
and follow it until I reached the transect, then descend back to the intersection where I
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turned inward and follow the outermost branch again to ensure that no moulins were
hiding in the Y shape that I had walked.
This method worked well for areas that had a slight topographical depression, and
thus exhibited a coalescing drainage system. Flat areas would also often feature
coalescing branches. This is likely due to the thermal erosion caused by surficial streams.
Thermal erosion causes lateral migration, which in turn causes streams to join together in
a deeper channel. However, this is only a second order effect when compared to
topography. Small-scale ice hummock topography will cause a large channel to create an
anabranch or a entirely sepetrate stream if discharge overcomes the difference in rill
depth. Large scale convexity in the glacial surface will serve to divide streams rather
than coalescing them, creating a system with innumerable anastamosing branches.
Where this latter scenario occurred my scheme broke down. My method was dependent
upon eliminating many channels at once. With 600+ channels marked, it would be
impossible to complete a timely study following all o f them individually, and besides,
many channels become hopelessly intertwined within a matter of meters in an
anastamosing system.
My solution to these areas was to conduct a grid-style search with a bias towards
larger stream channels. I knew that barring a very narrow-banded grid search I was going
to miss some o f the smallest moulins in the anastamosing-channel part of the glacier as
the smallest moulins could be mere centimeters wide. However, I did not want to miss
any o f the larger moulins, which is why I biased my grid searching towards larger
channels. This allowed me to cover the area in a timely fashion. A small check in one
such region conducted at the end of the first field season indicated that relatively few
small moulins were missed; this check suggests that my final map included a minimum of
90% o f the total moulins on the glacier, with only ones exceedingly small in relative size
being passed over.
Once a moulin was found, I marked it with GPS coordinates, and then measured
the channel width and deepest depth. Some moulins had different channel shapes or
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multiple inputs, all of which was duly noted. Analysis of moulin input is covered in
section 3.1. Moulins of significant size with no water input (a “dead” moulin) were also
noted. Moulins were named with the following scheme:

Suffix

M eaning

m
mf
d
df
c
me

moulin
moulin lining up in a fracture or line with other moulins
dead moulin
dead moulin lining up in a fracture or line with other moulins
crevasse with water input
distinct moulin within a crevasse
1
lateral moulin - glacier - soil contact.
T able 2.1 Moulin naming scheme.
Crevasses that did not have water input were not included because mechanisms asides
from water input are responsible for crevasse creation and thus are not indicative of
glacier hydrology processes. Moulins were named according to the order in which they
were found and a base map of their location can be seen in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Location map o f all moulins in the ablation area.
2.1.2

GPS Surface Mapping
The handheld GPS unit I used can be set to background record all changes in

position at a given interval. Set to the finest interval o f one point for every ten meters
traveled, this data is saved to a “tracklog” (Figure 2.5,2.6). Over the course o f two field
seasons, I walked enough o f the glacier to use this plentitude o f data points to reconstruct
the glacial surface (see section 3.2). It was imperative that I reconstruct the glacial
surface from my own data because there is no accurate surface data for this or any other
glacier in the region, owing to the rapidly-changing nature o f glaciers. To accurately
record elevation data (Z coordinates) I used barometric readings rather than satellite data,
giving a precision o f 1 m, as opposed to 10 m. However, while barometric measurements
are more precise than GPS elevation, they can be less accurate. For example, when a
weather front passes through barometric measurements will continue to correlate very
well with each other but all o f the measurements will be inaccurate by a common factor.
To overcome this issue I calibrated the barometer to a known elevation at the beginning
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o f each day in the field, and during exceptionally fast-changing barometric conditions
(often a reality in the stormy Chugach Mountains) I utilized a feature in the GPS unit that
continually calibrates the barometric elevations to the GPS elevations. While post
processing the first field season’s data I realized that small barometer fluctuations happen
more often then expected and affected my data more severely than I realized, so during
the second season I kept the GPS calibration o f barometric elevation feature on all the
time. This proved a prudent course o f action because an exceptionally deep arctic low
arrived and then persisted during most o f the second field season.

'

F igure 2.5 all trackings from the 2004 season.
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Figure 2.6 All tracklogs from the 2005 season.
2.1.3

Dye Tracing
Dye tracer studies were conducted using a fluorescent dye called Rhodamine WT

(RWT). Fluorescent dye is ideal for glaciology studies because it actively fluoresces.
RWT dye absorbs green light and emits red light (in a wavelength that relatively few
naturally-occurring minerals replicate). This makes it detectable at a very low
concentration; in the case o f RWT, it can be detected down to 0.01 parts per billion (ppb)
(active ingredient) with a good fluorometer (Turner Designs, 2005a). RWT is ideal for a
glacial environment because it is non-adhering and non-adsorbent. This means that it is
less prone to becoming chemically bound to the sediments underneath the glacier or to
the sediments in the highly turbid glacial stream. It is also rated as safe for drinking
water supplies by the EPA at 100 times its detectability limit.

2.1.3.1

Equipment
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At the outlet stream of the glacier a Cyclops-7 fluorometer from Turner Designs
was installed to measure the Rhodamine WT dye as it passed by. Previous workers used
discrete sampling methods (Sharp et al., 1993). However, the new Cyclops-7 fluorometer
sits in the stream and can be programmed for nearly continuous sampling. Once
activated, the instrument takes approximately 3 seconds to ‘warm up,’ then emit, it’s
green light. It then takes a measurement in millivolts from it’s red light sensor. The
device we used in the field to communicate with the fluorometer was a Campbell
Scientific datalogger. The datalogger was programmed to take a reading every 10
seconds and store the result in memory. Also recorded was the temperature of the
datalogger, the voltage of the battery, and the date and time to the nearest second. The
data was then downloaded to a laptop during the first season, and to an intermediary Palm
Pilot handheld computer the second season.
The Rhodamine WT was transported in Nalgene bottles sealed with parafilm in
the field both seasons, and most often dispensed into the inlet streams of the moulins I
was injecting the dye into using two volumetric flasks. Occasionally during the first
season a known volume was pre-mixed into a 2 gallon bucket, with the thinking that this
would help make the injection more instantaneous. However, subsequent analysis of the
data proved that this was an unnecessary step, and thus it was later abandoned.
2.1.3.2

Calibration
In order to convert the reading of the fluorometer in millivolts to actual

concentration, the instrument needed to be calibrated. Although this is a necessary step
regardless of the setting o f the experiment, it was particularly important in this instance
that a custom calibration be done due to the inordinately turbid nature of the glacial outlet
stream. Turner Designs, the manufacturer of our fluorometer, thought that fluorometry in
such a setting might not even work. The Cyclops-7 fluorometer had never before been
used in such a turbid environment; therefore it was imperative that a detailed calibration
and performance analysis be done before any results were interpreted. From the
calibration procedure a curve was obtained that related millivolts readings o f the
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fluorometer into concentration of RWT in parts per billion. A detailed description of the
calibration procedure and its results is available in Appendix A,
2.1.3.3

Moulin Selection
The method I used for deciding which moulin to inject dye into differed between

seasons. Selection was necessary because it was not possible to inject into all moulins on
the glacier. In general, a moulin with a small input discharge features a longer flow time
and thus spreads out the injected pulse of dye, causing the signal to become attenuated.
For this reason, preference was given to larger moulins, especially in the first season.
During the second season testing for larger discharge inputs was also attempted, however,
location was given higher priority to ensure accuracy of the intended study of lateral
versus medial moulins. If possible, moulins with very granulated ice in front or inside of
them and moulins on the edge of the glacier that had a muddy stream bed were avoided in
order to reduce mechanical trapping o f the dye in grain matrices and porous spaces.
Injections occurred as close to the moulin as was deemed safe and convenient.
During the first season pre-trip planning of the injection sites centered on
achieving a wide distribution of locations. Spatial and temporal variation were
subsequently the primary goals in the field, with discretion towards the larger ones for the
reasons previously listed. This was especially important after the first experiment, when
it was realized that the turbidity in the proglacial stream created a background
fluorescence level over which it took a considerable portion o f the limited supply of dye
to overcome. Rhodamine WT dye is quite expensive, so supplies during the first season
had been limited in hopes that small quantities could be used. During the second season,
a specific plan was formulated to try and conduct four different experiments. More dye
was brought on the second trip so that more injections could be conducted and so that I
could be more free with the size of the moulins I selected; however, the expense and time
spent on each injection limited the total number of moulins I could study.

2.1.4

Radar
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Radar data was gathered over the course of several field seasons. I was not
responsible for the collection or migration o f the radar, the only way in which I
contributed to the field effort was to assist Joel Brown (University o f Montana) in the
collection o f 10 mhz radar data during the 2005 field season. Data collected was 5 mhz
data in 1999 by Joel Harper (University of Montana), 25 mhz data in 2003 by John
Bradford (University of Colorado), and the 10 mhz data in 2005 by Joel Brown. All
traces gathered were in transect form perpendicular to the glacier axis, with the exception
of one longitudinal profile gathered in 2003 that runs from the ice fall at the equilibrium
line altitude to the terminus.
2.1.5

Stream Stage
During the 2005 season stream stage was recorded. This was achieved by using a

differential pressure transducer designed by Joel Harper. A differential pressure
transducer measures the ambient pressure within a certain range o f sensitivity while
equalizing against barometric pressure by keeping an open conduit between the pressure
sensing head and the outside air. This keeps changing barometric conditions from
influencing the measurement of hydraulic pressure. The instrument this study used in the
field was effective to 15 psi, an equivalent of approximately 60 cm o f hydraulic head.
The differential pressure transducer was kept at a consistent location during the duration
of the field season. This is important because since it measures depth rather than
discharge, a change in location and thus relative depth would destroy a comparison
between relative change in stage between different days. The pressure transducer was
also programmed and recorded by the datalogger.

2.2

D ata R eduction

2.2.1

GPS
GPS data o f the surface was gathered by leaving the tracklog on; some was

inaccurate however. Occasional inaccuracies concerning location in the horizontal plane
happened when the unit temporarily lost or received poor reception of the satellites.
Functionality existed within the software provided with the GPS unit (Garmin Mapsource
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V.

6.0) to check the velocity and time between the tracklog intervals. Many XY

deviations were easy to spot because they would consist o f one point significantly off
track. However, some points were false but did not show unreasonable locations. These
points became evident when viewing the velocity measurements between intervals.
Speeds that could not be achieved at a walking pace indicated an error in the data. All
such false data were deleted from the consolidated record.
Inaccuracies existed in the vertical plane too. These most often occurred during
the first field season when I would calibrate the barometric altimeter bundled with the
handheld GPS at the beginning of the day, but not have the GPS elevation continuously
calibrate the barometric elevation. When the barometric pressure would change rapidly
over the course o f the day, this would produce an accuracy error for all the Z values
during and after the change in pressure. While the elevations were still precise relative to
each other, all values would be shifted in the direction that correlated with the direction
of change o f atmospheric pressure. This kind of error was very evident in post
processing, because in 3 dimensional visualization that particular day’s data would
appear as a ridge or trough compared to the rest of the dataset. Most of these values were
deleted, except a few that were critical spatially and where thus subjectively adjusted by
myself according to my knowledge of the actual terrain and the nearest accurate data. All
remaining data points gathered from both seasons’ tracklogs were consolidated into one
surface GPS data set.
2.2.2

Fluorometry Consolidation
Fluorometry experiments were recorded continuously, but were downloaded in

the field in discrete chunks. The reason for collecting the data at intervals rather than all
at the end was to create data redundancy in case of equipment failure or loss and to allow
for analysis in the field. These discrete data sets were then recombined into one master
set that contained a record of the entire season (one per season) (Figure 2.7).
Experiments were then re-gathered from this data. The beginning and ending of an
experiment were selected from the data set using the injection time and the time at which
the dye-retum curve ended. The “ending” of an experiment proved especially tricky and
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subjective because often the curves themselves are poorly defined. The most commonly
followed rubric was to deem the inflection point o f the rear o f the curve to be the time at
which that experiment had ended. This is where the concentration levels o f the
superimposed dye-retum curve return to that o f the diurnal fluctuation curve.
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F igure 2.7 All fluorometry data from 2004 consolidated into one time series. Red
triangles are injections, peaks are dye-retum curves, and zero readings are the equipment
going offline.
2.2.3

Fluorometry Smoothing
The background fluorescence caused by the turbidity o f the outlet stream

fluctuates rapidly due to turbulence. However, this fluctuation is o f a relatively low
magnitude. When analyzed, the readings oscillate at a fairly regular interval and
magnitude, suggesting that these fluctuations are just high-frequency noise in the signal.
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To check if there was an imbedded signal within this high-frequency signal, I ran a Fast
Fourier Transform on the data. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) changes the time domain
into a frequency domain. When using a black box FFT like the one I invoked (provided
by Matlab) the result is that the entire signal is analyzed for groupings o f certain
frequencies. The analysis was conclusive in showing that there was no distinguishable
peak in the signal that needed to be accounted for, and that it was safe to filter out the
noise.
Once I figured out that the noise was clean and that there weren’t trends I would
destroy by cleaning up the noise, I went ahead and smoothed the data. First I tried all
normal black box type smoothing routines, the results of which can be seen in Figure 2.8.
Since none of these were satisfactory at eliminating the noise while retaining the shape of
the curve, I opted to create my own smoothing routine. I decided to create a routine that
made the result o f one location the average of the results of a certain number of locations
around it. This sliding-average style of smoothing is often called a boxcar fît; however,
my routine differed somewhat from standard boxcar fits.
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Experiment 2
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F igure 2.8 All basic fits against original signal for an experiment. Spline and shapepreserving spline are almost usable, but they do not smooth enough.
The sliding-average routine that I settled on averages any one point by nine
points. It takes the four points preceding it and the four points succeeding it, and
including itself, uses the average o f the sum as its location. The beginning and end of the
data being smooth are anchored; meaning the first and last point retain their original
value. The average increases in magnitude over the first four points of the dataset and
decreases in magnitude over the last four points o f the dataset (see Appendix A for
details). This filter (Figure 2.9) was found to preserve data and not shift peaks.
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F igure 2.9 My custom fit, Benchfit, superimposed on a raw dataset. Curve shape is well
preserved and data is smoothed to the greatest possible extent.

2.2.4

Hydraulic Potential
Hydraulic potential was first described by Shreve (1972). Hydraulic potential is

the sum o f the pressure potential and the gravitational potential. Pressure potential and
gravitational potential are found by the equation

(4.1)

^ = JP i8d-P «8^ b
(Flowers and Clarke, 1999). In this equation, [fPigd\ represents pressure potential:

is the density o f ice (917 kg/m^), [g ] is the acceleration o f gravity (9.81 m/s^), [t/] is the
ice depth ( Zsurface “ ^bed ), and [ / ] is a flotation fraction (subglacial water pressure over
ice overburden pressure. The other portion o f the equation,

represents

gravitational potential: [p ^] is the density o f water (1000 kg/m^) and [z] is bed elevation.
For stationary water / would have to equal 1, as the water pressure would have to
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balance the ice overburden pressure. However, changing water levels coupled with
thermal and mechanical erosion in moving water systems could give / values of
anywhere between 0 (atmospheric pressure) and greater than one. A value of / > 1
indicates a system in which there is hydraulic damming (sometimes referred to in the
literature as hydraulic backing), which results in the creation o f hydraulic head.
Subglacial water pressure has been measured in this area by Harper et al. (in press); some
of the unpublished data from the same study is used to aid in this analysis. The [ d] and
[z] terms of equation 4.1 can also represent a grid of values rather than just a single data
point, and were implemented as grids in my study.
The method of spatial examination of a hydraulic potential that I used was created
and utilized by Flowers and Clarke (1999) at Trapridge Glacier in the Yukon Territories
of Canada. This method was then utilized again by the same authors in the same location
in 2002 to create a model o f glacier hydrology that involved a large number of variable
inputs and was more predictive and generalized than a simple hydraulic geometry model.
The method was then ported over to Unteraargletscher, Switzerland by Fischer et al. (in
press) and used to successfully derive the hydraulic potential and the subglacial hydraulic
geometry, and then extend it backwards through time using previous surface surveys
dating back to 1927. A slight variation was also used at Midre Lovénbreen, Svalbard by
Rippin et al. (2003). While bedrock surfaces and hydraulic potential have been
calculated in other places using other means (e.g. Sharp et al., 1993), this method is
relatively new and has only been previously utilized in a few locations.
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C h a p te r 3
Dota Analysis
3.1

M ou lin Input

Variable
a
b
c
d
h
Q
R

Description
area
base
chord length (channel width)
remainder o f radius after h
height
discharge
radius
velocity
V
angle
e
T able 3.1 Notation (also applies as notation for Appendix B, section I)
In order to create a database of moulin input I need to the calculate discharge of
input streams (a bit of a misnomer since I am looking at input rather than output.
Although semantically “incharge” would make more sense I elect to stick with the existing
nomenclature o f “discharge” for the sake of consistency). Discharge, [Q], is the product
of two variables, cross-sectional area of a stream channel, [a], and velocity,[v];
Q = va

(3.1)

Although volume over time is the most accurate way to measure discharge, cross-sectional
area and velocity are commonly used substitutes. These substitutes are almost always
acceptable because while both have a wide range of values, both variables average out to
fairly consistent values in most settings and because the values are balanced against each
other in an inverse relationship. These concerns are especially negligible to my study
because I am only looking at order-of-magnitude differences in flow.

Velocity is best gathered using an in-stream anemometer. While I possessed one
o f these during the 2005 season I did not have such a device at my disposal during the
first field season when I conducted the moulin survey. While conducting fluorometry
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experiments during the first season I took velocity measurements of the injection moulins
using a tape measure, a stopwatch, and a float. At the injection site a distance would be
measured out over a suitable reach o f stream using the tape measure. A desirable reach
was one that had as consistent channel shape, cross-sectional area, and velocity over the
length o f the reach as was possible. A visible marking would then be left at the
termination o f the measured distance. To calculate velocity I would drop a crumpled up
cup (they float) into the stream and record the time it took to travel the measured
distance. While this technique gave me fairly accurate velocity measurements for the
moulin-streams I performed dye injections into as well as a few other large moulinstreams, it would have been immeasurably time consuming as well as nearly impossible
for practical reasons to have measured velocity in this way for all of the 600+ moulins
(many of which have multiple input streams) I located. However, this did give me a
sampling of known velocities from which to infer velocities for moulins that did not have
measured input velocities. Cross-sectional area is the other variable needed to calculate
discharge. To facilitate the calculation of area I gathered in the field two measurements
with the location o f each moulin I encountered: width and depth. For a few of the larger
moulins I also recorded channel shape if it was abnormal.
3.1.1

Area
There are three basic geometric shapes width and depth can interpolate to: a

rectangle, a triangle, and a circle segment. Based on field observation, the rectangle is
improbable for smaller streams. While larger channels do in fact have a rectilinear
cross-section, initial analysis strongly suggests that distribution of channel cross-sectional
area follows a power law, with the vast majority of channels being of the smaller variety.
Appendix B gives a detailed analysis o f the cross-sectional area of these smaller channels
and of the transition point between smaller channel geometry and the larger, rectilinear
channels. A summation o f the results of the analysis in Appendix B are that a circle
segment is a more accurate representation and is subsequently used to calculate crosssectional area for the smaller, more numerous channels. Large or box shaped channels
had cross-sectional area calculated by multiplying width by depth.
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3.1.2

Velocity
My goal concerning stream velocity was to arrive at an estimate that was within

an acceptable range while at the same time adhering to field observations. Velocity was
thus only measured for a few streams, and the rest were inferred. However, having
studied hundreds o f these supra-glacial streams, I did have a good idea of how fast
various size streams move. The smallest streams (10 x 1cm) I gave a velocity of 0.1 m/s.
Anything with a cross-sectional area greater than 3000 cm^ I gave a velocity of 3 m/s.
All intermediary channel sizes were binned as follows:
area (cm^)
> 3000
1500-3000
600-1500
200-600
50-200
10-50
0-10

velocity (m/s)
3
2
1
0.5
0.25
0.1
0.06

Table 3.2 Binning of velocities by cross-sectional area o f stream channels.
Once all o f the cross-sectional areas were assigned a velocity, they were
multiplied by that velocity to compute a discharge for each individual input stream.
Multiple input streams into the same moulin were then summed to get a total “Qin” for
each moulin. After the results were output to the original spreadsheet, I then went back
through and re-entered the values where velocity measurements had been made in the
field (usually accompanying a dye injection). These moulins had bad their real
discharges calculated, rather than inferred. The calculated database is available as
Appendix C. It is only available in digital form due to it’s size of 634 x 42 cells. The
large number o f columns is due to the multiple input channels that many moulins had. In
order to perform the matrix math necessary to calculate discharge for each input channel
and then sum all the inputs in order to get one moulin input discharge, I imported to
database into Matlab and wrote a program that called out the individual cells and
performed the calculation of cross-sectional area (equation i.3 of Appendix B). The
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resultant database was then imported into ArcMap, where the values were classified
using the Jenks Natural Breaks method (Figure 3.1).
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F igure 3.1 Moulins classified by discharge using Jenks Natural Breaks (shown on

bottom panel with percentage o f moulins in each bin).

3.2

Surface

GPS data were imported into Golden Surfer. Here the asymmetrically distributed
spatial data was interpolated into a regularly spaced grid. The interpolation scheme I
used to create the glacial surface was the Inversed Distance Weighted routine with a
power o f 1.2, a smoothing factor of 10, and a grid spacing of 30 meters. A more
thorough description o f the interpolation is available as Appendix D. The grid data was
then imported into Arcmap. Data were then re-interpolated in Arcmap into a digital
elevation model (DEM) using the spline interpolation routine. I allowed Arcmap to reinterpolate the grid at its own preferred cell spacing o f 60 m rather than the original 30 m
for the sake o f smoothness, keeping in mind that the finer grid spacing was just an
artifact. While Arcmap has functionality to use all o f the major interpolation routines, I
went through the extra trouble to use Surfer to do the original interpolation because it’s
interpolation software is much more powerful and user-controllable. Spline worked
better for the 2"^ order interpolation (in Arcmap) because the data being interpolated was
a regularly spaced grid as opposed to asymmetrically grouped spatial data. The Inverse
Distance Weighted scheme was settled on as the best original interpolation after trying
many different interpolation routines with many different settings, for it most accurately
represented what the glacier looked like.

3.3

F luorom etry
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A number of different values which allow for interpretation o f the fluorometry
experiments were determined for each experiment: peak time, travel time, initial
inflection point, first dye travel time, linear distance traveled, average linear velocity,
dye-retum curve length, front to back curve ratio, total discharge, and dispersion. Two
subjective descriptions were made for each experiment, and a model response was
constructed for each curve. The peak is the highest concentration o f dye achieved and the
initial inflection point is the point at which the first dye is detected by the fluorometer.
Inflection points were picked visually. Linear distance traveled from each injection site
was measured using GIS tools in Arcmap. Figure 3.2 shows the location of the 2004
injection sites and an example of this procedure. Velocity measured over the linear
distance was then simply a matter of dividing peak travel time by linear distance.
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Figure 3.2 An example o f linear travel distance and velocity using 2004 injections.
Curve lengths were then calculated by subtracting the ending inflection point
from the initial inflection point. This was considerably more difficult and subjective,
because even when a slug o f dye returns a very tight, peaky return curve, the trailing edge
of the curve is still more gradual than the leading edge. This is exacerbated in slugs that
do not have tight curves; it is often difficult to tell when the dye has stopped. The frontback ratio of the curve is then found by dividing the time between the initial inflection
point and the peak from the time from the peak to the ending inflection point. Discharge,
dispersion, and the advection-dispersion model were much more extensive analyses and
will be addressed separately. The two subjective descriptions I included was whether or
not additional pulses o f dye came through after the initial curve had ended and what I
assessed the quality o f the curve and the overall analysis to be on a percent-confidence
basis. A database containing all values from both seasons is available as Appendix E.
Discharge

3.3.1

variable
M

Q
C

d
t

description
total volume of dye added (mm)
stream discharge (m^/s)
concentration of dye as a function of time (ppb/s)
dilution factor (1)
time (seconds)
area function (area under the curve)

T able 3.3 Notation

Total discharge can be calculated by the size o f the dye-return curve and is useful
for interpretation if it returns a plausible result or not. Discharge can be calculated using
the formula

Q=

M

(3.2)

J a^cdt

(Turner designs, 2005a)
It is assumed that Q remains constant for the duration o f the experiment. While this is
not the case, this assumption is required to solve equation 3.2. While Q does change
constantly in a glacial environment, Figure 3.3 shows that the degree to which Q varies
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over the course o f an experiment is not significant. A limitation o f this technique is that
in order to accurately calculate the discharge full dye recovery must be achieved.
However, an opportunity for interpretation exists here. If dye went missing, the return
curve would be dampened and not contain enough area. That would reduce the
denominator and thus increase Q. So if an unrealistically high Q is returned by equation
3.2, it can be indicative of dye loss somewhere along the travel path.
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F igure 3.3 This plot covers the duration o f one experiment during the 2005 season.
Clearly, stage is trending downwards. Typically, stage affects discharge in an
exponential relationship, so discharge would decrease much more. While this proves that
discharge can change during an experiment, the variation shown over the course of this
experiment is perhaps 5% o f the total range o f stage displayed during the 2005 season.
For more on stage, see section 3.4.
In order to solve equation 3.2 the area under the curve must first be found. The
“polyarea” command in Matlab returns all the integrated area o f a polygon that is
bounded by the data curve and a selected Y-intercept (the baseline). The calculated area
under the curve and above the baseline is computed to the outermost interstices between
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curve and line (the x-limits). Area that exists below the baseline is included as a
subtraction from the total area above the baseline, thus balancing noise above and below
the selected baseline.
Concentration is already a dimensionless ratio, however, parts per billion is
difficult to use when the eventual goal is volume in cubic meters. For this reason
concentration was converted into ml/ml. While this may seem an odd way to measure
anything at first, it is fractional milliliters over one milliliter. When combined with
seconds in the polyarea command, area in ^ i s

given (Figure 3.4), which can then be

conveniently combined with injected volume (in milliliters) to give
then be easily converted into

X

which can

to arrive at discharge.

Experiment 11
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F igure 3.4 Area under a dye-retum curve found using the polyarea command. Area is in

mlVs. Discharge is in cubic feet per second.
3.3.2

Dispersion
Variable Description
d jd t
material derivative
distance along conduit (m)
■^1
flow velocity (m/s)
u
dye volume (cm)
n
time to V2 concentration going up (s)
A
time to V2 concentration going down (s)
^2
time
to peak (s)
tm
concentration at peak (ppb)
Cm
linear distance to injection (m)
^2
time
to
where i = 1,2 (s)
ti
dispersion coefficient (area/time) (m^/s)
D
natural logarithm
e
T ab le 3.4 dotation

Dispersion is a method of mixing that is achieved by mechanical means. In the
setting of a dye cloud in a moving stream, it mathematically describes the way in which
longitudinal variation in flow velocity has the effect o f spreading the dye out. The
dispersion coefficient is a measure o f this dispersion, and is measured as two-dimensional
velocity; area over time. It can most easily be thought of as the ‘spreading rate’ of a dye
cloud. The magnitude of the dispersion coefficient can give telling evidence of the
subglacial hydrology through which the dye travels.
Taylor (1954) showed that longitudinal dispersion in a long, straight pipe is
governed by the diffusion equation:

dt

(3.4)

dx

Brugman (Unpublished) arrived at an analytical solution to this 2"^ order partial
differential equation that is appropriate for glacial environments:
u
(f) -

Q {AnDt)

y .e

4Dl

(3.5)
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Seaberg et al. (1988) show that if it is assumed that
u=

X

(3.6)

then:
wVn

2Q{A7iDtJ'^

(3.7)

then taking the logarithm, simplifing, and solving for [D] gives:
D

- ^i)

=

(3.8)

f.ln
This equation is solved twice, for [i = 1,2] corresponding to the rising limb of the curve
and the falling limb o f the curve. This means that in actuality, there are two dispersion
coefficients corresponding to the two solutions. The final dispersion coefficient is the
average o f these two:
D = av^(D i,D j)

(3.9)

The true governing equation for the dispersion coefficient, then, is:

4f f In
D=

3.3.3

(3.10)

Advection-Dispersion Model
My advection-dispersion model (ADM) is a model of a return curve for dye

injected into a pipe. The state o f dispersion would be as described by Taylor (1954). The
same variables used to create the original dye return curve were used to create the ADM.
The reason for creating an ADM is that it can be compared to the actual dye-retum curve
to see how the real curve varies in travel time and dispersion (Figure 3.5). Since
discharge is put into the model, it is best if discharge can be obtained by experimental
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means rather than by calculation; the model becomes somewhat circular in its
mathematical reasoning if the calculated discharge is used. That, however, is a limitation
I have to live with because I could not constantly gather discharge data in the field in
order to know what actual discharge was at the time of a dye-retum curve. Finally,
discharge is assumed to remain constant over the course of the experiment. Advection
dispersion models have been applied to subglacial dye-retum curves previously by
Schuler and Fischer (2003), who use a slightly different goveming equation as their
analytical solution to Taylor’s diffusion equation.
I wrote a program in Matlab that calculates the dispersion coefficient for the
rising limb and the falling limb o f a retum curve. The program has the user pick out
where the halfway point is on each side o f the curve, and part of those harvested values
become [ti] and [ti]. It then calculates [D], and then plugs [D] back into equation 3.5.
Since equation 3.5 is measured as concentration as a function o f time, it retums a plot of
what the dye retum curve would theoretically look like if it were going down a straight,
smooth open conduit.
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F igu re 3 .5 Example o f an advection dispersion model created from the dye retum curve

shown with it.
3.4

Stage
The stream stage data that was collected during the 2005 field season was

returned from the differential pressure transducer as a voltage, and thus had to be
calibrated. Details o f this calibration are available in Appendix A. The calibration curve
was then applied to the raw field data to convert the instrument readings to depth. The
data was then smoothed using a simple spline fit provided by Matlab, and then color
coded to indicate day and night (Figure 3.6). Stream stage is measured as height o f water
above the sensor. Stage is used as a proxy for discharge. Stage can be used to accurately
discern discharge, but it requires a rating curve. The glacial outlet stream at Bench
Glacier is too fast, opaque, and cold to safely make manual discharge measurements; a
relative record of discharge change is thus the best available data.
stream Stage
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F igure 3,6

Top Panel: stream stage without any smoothing. As depth goes down,

discharge falls much faster. Bottom Panel: stream stage after a spline fit. Graph divided
into day and night for interpretation. “Night” extends from 12am to 12pm and in
actuality reflects the bottom half or “low stand” of the diurnal discharge cycle. “Day” is
the opposite.

3.5

Bed

More than any other part of this study, the bed data was a conglomeration of data
gathered by many different researchers over several years. My part in this was as a
synthesizer rather than a field researcher. As a result, it is difficult to address the issues
of precision and error in the analysis of the various data because I was not involved in the
design of the experiments or the collection of data.
3.5.1

Radar
25 mhz radar data that was gathered in 2003 was entirely post-processed by John

Bradford of Boise State University, and the 10 mhz radar data that was gathered in 2005
was entirely post-processed by Joel Brown of the University of Montana. Both these data
sets were then received as XYZ data. However the 1999 5 mhz data gathered by Joel
Harper had only been migrated. While the 5 mhz data is not of as high o f resolution (see
Figure 3.7), it was still valuable because not enough data had been gathered during 2003
and 2005 alone to make an accurate representation of the entire bed. The 5 mhz data was
transected at different locations, and thus helped create a higher resolution, composite
picture of the bed.
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Figure 3.7 Comparison between 25 mhz and 5 mhz (on right) data. Data are a grayscale

bitmap o f voltage traces. Width is not real on right panel. 5 mhz data is migrated; left
panel is looking down-glacier, right panel is looking up-glacier.
Additional post-processing work had to be performed that transformed the grayscale
image shown in Figure 3.7 into XYZ coordinates. A description of this procedure is
available in Appendix B.
3.5.2

DEM
After all the XYZ data had been gathered from the 5 mhz, 10 mhz, and the 25

mhz radar data, it was checked against borehole measurements of known depth. Since
the transect locations for the 25 mhz data were conveniently chosen to cross over the
locations of the boreholes, the XY locations of both data sets matched up. Fortunately, it
turns out that the Z values also lined up. This proves the accuracy o f the 25 mhz radar
data by validating it against instances in which the distance between the surface and the
bed was physically measured.
These four datasets were combined and then a DEM was created from them in
much the same fashion as for the surface data. After comparison of the various routines
available in Golden’s Surfer software, the kriging routine was settled upon as being ideal
due to its accurate interpolation of poorly distributed data. A 60 m cell size was used
because it afforded the best smoothing. A thorough report of the kriging interpolation
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performed in Surfer is available as Appendix F. The grid was then exported to a text file
and re-imported into Arcmap where a spline routine was used to interpolate the DEM.
Since the Arcmap interpolation is actually a 2"^ order interpolation, I let it use its own
ideal cell size o f 15.77 m rather than 60 m, because that gave the best rendering quality
(Figure 3.8).

1 km

Figure 3.8 The DEM o f the glacier bed.

3.6

GIS
A comprehensive Geographical Information System (GIS) o f Bench Glacier was

made. As a base, the current USGS 3 arc-second DEM was used. This DEM with a cell
size o f 30 m is based upon the only topographical data available for this area, the original
USGS topographic map created from an aerial survey in 1954. While this provides a
reasonably adequate interpretation of the surrounding topography, it does not accurately
represent the glacial surface due to regional glacial retreat. It has withdrawn significantly
from it’s former terminus position (see section 1.4), it is slightly smaller in spatial extent.
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and has a surface elevation that is significantly lower in the ablation region. Both the
glacial surface and the bed o f the glacier were included in the comprehensive GIS, as
well as the map o f the moulins classified by discharge. Also included were the locations
o f both year’s injection sites, the boreholes, the longitudinal surface trace, all XYZ
surface data, and all radar traces (Figure 3.9).

1 km
F igure 3.9 3D visualization o f Bench Glacier with boreholes, all radar data, and moulins

graded by discharge. Vertical exaggeration is 1.5.
After a reasonable model o f the glacier, it’s bed, and all o f the study data was
created in a standalone environment, the data were then grafted onto the 3 arc-second
USGS DEM. Because the 2005 glacier has a significantly smaller extent than the 1954
glacier, the bed cannot be simply grafted on to the original DEM because it would create
a hole in the old glacier rather than a proper valley bottom. The procedure to create a
modem valley involved extending the subglacial bed surface out onto the valley bottom
in front o f the glacial terminus and to a ring that marked the break in slope o f the old
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glacial surface. These interpolations to the spatial extent o f the old surface erased the
older glacier in its entirety, creating a reasonable model o f what the landscape would look
like with the modem glacier removed (Figure 3.10).

z

F igure 3.10 Several views o f landscape as it would look without Bench Glacier. Current
glacial surface shown in translucent blue with boreholes extending to bed. Vertical
exaggeration is 1.5.
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3.7 Flow Maps
Flow maps give a good indication of the changes in subglacial hydrology that
occur at different water pressures. However, rather than create an arbitrary water input to
the bed like previous researchers, here I create two different water inputs based on realworld data. One is the result of an ablation melt study conducted by T. J. Fudge of the
University o f Wyoming; the other uses my own moulin discharge input measurements.
Fudge measured ablation over the course of a two week period (concurrent with my
moulin survey) at a series of sites along the glacier from near the terminus to near the
head. I took this data and averaged it out over the longest time interval available at each
site to get the best normalized value for each ablation stake. By multiplying ablation by
0.91 (the density contrast between ice and water) I arrived at average daily meltwater
produced in centimeters. In the accumulation zone I multiplied ablation by 0.5 to get
meltwater generated in this region (0.5 is the average density contrast between latesummer snow and water). I then created a melt grid by interpolating the meltwater values
into a grid (Figure 3.11) using a spline fit. By using a function called
FLOWDIRECTION in Arclnfo Grid I then created a grid of direction of flow for each
cell out of the original bed grid. I then used another function called
FLOWACCUMULATION. FLOWACCUMULATION takes a grid of precipitation and
moves water from cell to cell in the manner proscribed by the flow direction grid to
‘accumulate’ it in drainage pathways. In most cases the precipitation grid would be an
interpolated grid of rain measurement, and would simulate a storm event or a
precipitation season. In my case however, the precipitation grid is a my melt grid.
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F igure 3.11 Melt model produced from ablation stake measurements. Red dots are
locations o f ablation stakes; contour intervals are in centimeters o f melt per day. Shading
from the high mountains in the southwest during the afternoon reduces melt values on the
southwestern edge o f the glacier. Red represent high ablation, blue represents low.

Another water input model was created from moulin input. The input discharges
o f the moulins were converted into a grid o f discharge values. This grid was not
interpolated in order to preserve the exact total value o f meltwater input and to keep the
moulin inputs as pinpoints on the map with their individual discharges intact. Cells with
no moulins for input were given a null value. A limitation on this approach is that while
the moulin locations are sometimes less than 10 meters from each other, the minimum
grid spacing had to be 15.77 meters per cell. This limitation combines multiple moulin
inputs very close to each other as one cell, or the equivalent o f dumping the water
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gathered from all the moulins above a single grid cell onto that cell. Since this grid
spacing is the same as the spacing o f all the hydraulic potential DEM’s and the bed DEM,
this is also the finest resolution the accumulation grid can have. This moulin input grid
was then used as an alternative to the melt model as the precipitation grid to derive flow
accumulation. Both forms of moulin input were used for all different hydraulic potential
configurations, and an example o f the difference between the two can be seen as Figure
3.12.

Figure 3.12 Contrast o f drainage from disperse melt model (left panel) and focused
moulin discharge input model (right panel). Purple represent low potential; blue, high.
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C h a p te r 4
Results
4.1

T u rb id ity and Stream D ischarge V ariations

Turbidity cycles on a daily time scale and in synch with the daily fluctuation in
discharge, with higher discharge equating to higher turbidity. Background fluorescence
levels are a direct measure o f turbidity, and during periods o f warm weather display
predictable diurnal cyclicity (Figure 4.1). Discharges predicted by dye-retum curves also
show that during periods o f warm weather discharge tends to increase as the day
progresses (Figure 4.2). An increase in stage (a proxy for discharge) also occurs as the
day progresses (Figure 3.6). While the data shown in Figure 3.6 was gathered primarily
during cooler weather, stream stage still fluctuated on a diurnal cycle; this was especially
true during the early part o f the 2005 field season when the temperature was adequately
above freezing.
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F igure 4.1 Fluctuation in turbidity shown by changing background levels of
fluorescence. Turbidity acts as a proxy record o f discharge. Data is from the warmer
2004 season.

Diurnal discharge fluctuation a s computed by dye-return curves
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F igure 4.2 Discharge predicted by back calculation from dye-retum curves. Fit is for
diurnal interpretation only; it is not intended to be predictive. In general, discharge does
increase as the day progresses. Data is from the warmer 2004 season.
4.2

Discharges
Total discharge measured as the sum of all moulin inputs was 6.13 m^/s. That

correlates well with discharge data gathered in 2004 from dye tracer experiments, which
give values that surround that number. It is difficult to conclude what the exact fraction
o f total discharge moulins are responsible for based solely on measured input because
discharge fluctuated greatly on a daily scale, and the moulin discharge is an average.
Also, that average is based on many assumptions that make it inadequate for detailed
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analysis. For example, I only measured input discharges during the day during a season
with strong diurnal swings. That being said, a melt estimate (created in section 4.5) gives
a total field season average o f 3.02 m^/s (this melt estimate averages day and night melt
over a period of weeks). If there was no melting occurring at night, then these two
figures would be in near-perfect agreement with each other. Including nighttime melting
makes the 6.13 m^/s an overestimate and makes a strong case against any non-moulin
sources of melt.

As an interesting side note, comparing the 1954 mapped glacial surface to the
measured 2004-2005 composite glacial surface reveals a volume loss o f approximately
0.3 km^ o f ice. If that figure is divided by 50 years it gives a net loss of 0.006 km^/yr. If
a melt season was assumed to be 100 days in length and discharge is assumed constant,
0.69 mVs of stream flow reflects a yearly net loss. Another way to look at this is that of
the 3.02 mVs stream discharge calculated by the melt model, 23% is from net volume
loss. While this is merely a coarse approximation, it does provide insight into the speed
at which retreat has been occurring in this region.
4.3

M oulins
The distribution of moulin discharges follows a power law (Figure 4.3). This is a

new result. The discovery of the existence of so many moulins inherently raises the
question: are a few moulins responsible for most o f the total discharge or is there a
“hidden majority” of smaller moulins that are collectively responsible for most of the
total discharge? A quick analysis answers this question. I wrote a program in Matlab
that queries the moulin database for everything above and below a certain discharge size,
and then totals both sides. I chose the binning threshold to be 0.01 m^/s because anything
smaller than that would look rather small in the field to an observer (-200cm cross
sectional area or 20cm wide by 10cm deep). The results, shown in Table 4.1, clearly
show that the collective input of all small moulins accounts for only 10% of the total
discharge derived from moulins.
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Figure 4.3 Histogram o f moulin input discharges. Biggest Qin’s not shown by
histogram.
bin
< 0.01 mVs
> 0.01 mVs
T able 4.1 Results

sum
# o f moulins
0.6278 mVs
587
5.4968 mVs
46
o f distribution analysis

A slightly different program shows that the discharge threshold that gives an
equal discharge in both bins is approximately 0.5 m^/s (table 4.2). This means that o f 633
moulins, only three are providing half o f the total water input of all moulins.
nearest bound
# o f moulins
sum
0.44 m^/s
630
3.084 mVs
0.60 m^/s
3
3.040 mVs
Table 4.2 Results o f distribution analysis
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Moulins show spatial patterns too. In some areas there appears to be low
discharge moulins spread about at random. In other regions there are groupings of a few
large ones. In even other areas there exists a sort of combination of the two, with a
random distribution o f smaller moulins but then a clustering o f larger ones (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4 Comparison o f Q û, for 2 sample regions. Panel A shows apparently random
distribution, panel B shows local clustering along two fractures. Contours are depth in meters to
bedrock.
4.4

D ye-retum curves

4.4.1

2004
Willis et al. (1990) proposed that a decrease in travel time for the same injection

location over time indicates a change from a distributed subglacial drainage system to a
channelized drainage system. In a corollary fashion, dispersion o f the dye has also been
used to suggest travel through a distributed or channelized network (Nienow et al., 1998).
The results o f 2004 do not show just one or the other system, they show both. Bench
Glacier yielded dye retum curves that suggest both distributed and channelized networks
from their dispersion and velocities (Figure 4.5). This suggests that rather than
classifying the entire subglacial drainage network as either distributed or channelized, it
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is possible to have both at the same time. Chapter 5 presents a theory about the
subglacial drainage configuration in which both systems can coexist.

Comparison of dye-retum curves from different drainage system s
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F igure 4.5 Dye-retum curves clearly signify that both types o f drainage are present at
Bench Glacier at the same time. Blue curve (injection 11 o f 2004) indicates a
channelized drainage system and the red curve (injection 5 o f 2004) indicates a
distributed drainage system with its multiple peaks and attenuated signal. Baseline o f red
curve adjusted upwards for comparative purposes.
With the exception o f a few poorly shaped curves, most dye injections in the
middle o f the glacier have fast retum times. Considering linear transit velocity, Hubbard
and Nienow (1997) state that any velocity greater than 0.2 m/s is “indicative o f flow
through hydraulically efficient drainage systems.” and Hubbard and Classer (2005) state
that for the Haut Glacier D ’ Arolla, anything with a net transit velocity of greater than 0.3
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m/s correlates to transport through an efficient, channelized system. In examining
literature on the subject, it appears that historically 0.2 m/s was the threshold used but it
has been adjusted by modern researchers (Hubbard and Glasser, 2005) in order to reflect
more recent findings. After comparing the dispersion and linear transit velocities of my
curves to the dispersion of other researchers’ corollary dye-retum curves, 0.25 m/s
appears to be the appropriate threshold value for Bench Glacier’s subglacial drainage
system. Injection 5, which can be seen as the red curve in Figure 4.5, is an excellent
example o f a curve signifying a distributed drainage system, yet has a linear transit
velocity o f 0.220 m^/s. It should be kept in mind, however, that a such a velocity
threshold does not exist. Rather than being a simple binary system o f channelized or
distributed drainage, a subglacial system could very well be gradational in nature from
one ideal of drainage to another. That being said, deriving a distinct velocity threshold
for Bench Glacier has aided in the delineation of discreet zones of drainage.
4.4.1.1

Spatial Variability
Injection 5 is on the lateral margin; most injections in the middle of the glacier

traveled faster than the 0.25 m/s threshold. However, linear travel velocity is only a
proxy indicator of drainage; another data point from the margin of the glacier has all the
markings o f a distributed drainage system in the shape of it’s curve and its dispersion, but
has a travel velocity that is faster than 0.25 m/s (injection 3, table 4.3). Experiment 11 of
the 2004 field season was on the lateral margin but was so close to the terminus in the
flatter part o f the valley bottom near the glacial snout that it displayed a fast return time
and low-dispersion curve indicative o f efficient, channelized drainage. The overall lack
of information from across the glacier, as well as good diurnal information is what
inspired the injection pattern for the 2005 field season.

injection
1
2
3
4
5
6

linear transit velocity (m/s)
0.505
0.368
0.427
0.483
0.220
0.125
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7
8
9
10
11
12

0.541
0.489
0.106
0.585
0.376
0.299

T able 4.3 2004 injections with associated travel times. Locations can be seen in Figures

3.2 and 5.1.
4.4.1.2

Temporal Variability
From the limited diurnal information available from 2004, a study was done

concerning measured total discharge versus time of day. O f all the experiments run in
2004, discharge measured by area underneath the curve increases as the day progresses
(Figure 4.6). Past approximately 13:00, discharges become unrealistic.
Possibllty of Dye Loss by Time of Day as found by discharge
given from area under the dye-return curve
15 m^/s = reality check cutoff. Points 15 mVs ab o ve are red diam o nd s, points below are blu e dots.
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Figure 4.6 Measurement o f diurnal changes in measured discharge. Note that since the
clock is cyclical and discharge varies as a sine wave with its lowest point at -01:00, blue
dot on lower right should really be on left side of graph.
The equation {Q = ml a] relates discharge to volume o f injected dye and area
under the dye return curve. Thus when [ Q] becomes too big, it means that [ a] has
become too small. When not enough area under the curve is present, that means that dye
has gone missing. Here, then, is an interesting situation where dye starts disappearing at
high afternoon discharges. Possible reasons for this will be presented in the discussion
section (Chapter 5).
4.4.2

2005
During the 2005 season four separate experiments were conducted. Two transects

were conducted, one lower on the glacier and the other as high as possible, as well as an
axis line and a time series for one location. Both the second transect and the axis line
suffered due to climatic conditions. This field season was conducted about a month
earlier than the previous year’s, and 2005 proved to be a rather cool summer. Combined,
this meant that there was still a good deal of snow on the glacier which had not been
anticipated. Colorfully-termed “slush swamps” abounded on the upper 1/3 of the
ablation area, and the upper Va was completely impassable due to remnant snow thinly
concealing channels, crevasses, and large moulins. Simply put, it was too miserable and
far too dangerous to do the second transect as high as I wanted or extend the axis to the
upper reaches of the ablation area as I had planned.
One o f the biggest difficulties for the 2005 season was that the weather cooled
down to near freezing, started raining, and stayed that way for the entire trip. This caused
overall supraglacial flow to be drastically reduced and diurnal fluctuation to all but
disappear. Upon arrival (the warmest day) and installation o f the pressure transducer,
discharge was comparable to a minimum discharge from the 2004 season. The data in
Figure 3.6 show that from that point stream stage then reduces by half, which affects an
even more drastic reduction in discharge. According to the relationship established
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between discharge and stage by Riihimaki et al. (2005) in their 2002 field season at
Bench Glacier, a reduction o f one unit of depth has a corresponding 24-fold reduction in
discharge. According to their relationship, a 15cm reduction in stage equals about a 40%
reduction in total discharge. Although it is impossible to cross correlate the two studies,
this probably means that as stage dropped to half its former value in my study, actual
discharge was probably also cut in half.
The effect o f all this is that there was very little meltwater being generated in
2005. In fact, it was so cold and rainy that it is likely that a significant portion of what
little water was running on the surface of the glacier was meteoric in nature. The data in
Figure 4.7 show how temperature dropped (shutting off diurnal fluctuation, as is also
seen in Figure 3.6) and precipitation increased over the duration of the field season.
These conditions made it very difficult to find adequate input discharges to inject dye
into, and consequently many injections were performed in very low discharge moulins.
This had the effect of reducing travel velocities and causing a larger percentage of dye to
go missing. Interestingly, it did not seem to alter the shape of the dye-return curve when
it did arrive.
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Temperature and Pressure Record
Valdez, AK airport
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F igure 4.7 Weather data for the 2005 field season. Weather at the closer weather station
featured in Table 1.1 o f Appendix A is unavailable for 2005, Valdez airport is
approximately 50km from Bench Glacier. Wet adiabatic lapse rate o f 6 C/km and 10%
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pressure loss per 1000 m is a coarse adjustment between this data and likely conditions at
bench Glacier, which sits at approximately 1000m elevation. Precipitation likely
increased too.
4.4.2.1

Lower transect
The lower transect was composed of 7 points, with the center point having two

injections (Figure 4.8). O f the seven, only the middle injection site and the one just to the
east of the middle injection site returned dye. With the exception of the 2"^ furthest from
the west meirgin, the instrumentation was working when these dye-retum curves came
through, they just were not detected. There are several random bumps that occur in the
record several hours or even days after the “lost” injections take place, usually after other
experiments and their return curves have passed through. These bumps are significantly
high enough to signify that perhaps they are some of the missing dye showing up, but the
record is too disordered to speculate which bump belongs to which experiment.
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N

6,7
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20

# 18

Upper Transect

8.15.16

F igure 4.8 2005 injections
Near the temporal end o f the lower transect, a large “release event” happens
(Figure 4.9). The release, for lack o f a better description, is a great release o f dye that
happens over a 36 hour period and consists o f a large, undeniable peak and a long, tailing
bench that is more open to question. The 12 hour long peak, however, definitely
represents dye and a lot o f it. If I take a reasonably conservative chunk o f the curve (the
fall off is rather obscure) and find the area under the curve, then work backwards through
the calculation [ Q ^ m f a ] with an assumed (also quite conservative) discharge of 2 m^/s,
I get the amount o f total dye to create the curve as an incredible 2,648 ml. All three
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experiments that went totally missing during the timeframe before the release only tally
up to 1000 ml o f dye.
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209 8

210 2

210.4

F igure 4.9 The “release event.” Red triangles are injections 9 and 10. 170 would be a
typical background reading for outlet stream water that had no dye present.
One possible explanation for this excessive dye is that the other experiments had
seen dye gone missing too (which is possible given the discharges they returned) and the
“release” had skimmed dye o ff all the other experiments as well. If half of each injection
were skimmed plus all of injection 10 (on the tail end o f the release) were included into
the grand tally this would sum up to about 2.6 L of dye. This seems a bit improbable, but
more turbidity could always be substituted for dye. Another possible explanation is that
only the high peak is the release event and everything beyond day 209.45 is an associated
increase in turbidity causing a high reading o f background fluorescence on the
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fluorometer. If I analyze just that portion at 2 m^/s I get 1136 ml of total dye returned.
However, at this point injection 9 (one of the original three) can no longer be included in
possible contributions, because that injection occurs after the end of this smaller curve.
Injection 9 and 10 could, along with turbidity (the bench pre-dates injection 9), also be
extending the bench. Still, the two experiments that went missing total 700 ml, plus there
are 3 or 4 others before the release that are highly suspect as having lost some dye,
making the 1136 ml number a realistic amount. Section 5.4 presents and discusses
possible explanations.
The last thing o f interest concerning the lower transect is that all return curves
from the transect and all the injections below that transect (part of the axis experiment)
display the same secondary bump in their dye-retum curves. They are all shaped a little
different, but that little secondary peak is attached to all of them (Figure 4.10). This peak
does not reliably appear on any o f the later, higher injections, yet for the bump to be so
close to the peak and such a subtle feature suggests that it was an altering o f the dye path
that took place close to the terminus. Since all of the lower injections were temporally
clustered, the only possible conclusion is that this feature disappeared at a certain time
that was before the higher experiments were conducted. The feature itself was likely a
minor subglacial anabranch located near the terminus that was diverting some dye and
then re-releasing it into the stream. Taking all the times between the initial peaks and the
secondary peaks divided by each curve’s respective travel velocity and averaging them
yields an anabranch length of 107.6 m.
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F igure 4.10 Comparison o f five dye return curves in close temporal and spatial

proximity, all bearing a secondary peak.
4.4.2.2

Axis
O f the axis injections, only four o f five were detected at the terminus. The

injection that did not deliver a clear dye-retum curve was Injection 10 which was injected
on the tailing side o f the large release event mentioned in the previous section. It may
have actually come through, but was simply absorbed into the larger release o f dye and
extended the larger peak temporally rather than creating its own. The other four dyeretum curves all show very low dispersion, and indicate a well established channelized
drainage system (Figure 4.14). This is what was expected after the 2004 season,
however, I did not have much data along the centerline from that season. It was nice to
further validate the concept o f an efficient drainage system with more data and extend the
time o f year (the 2005 season was in July instead o f August) that it verifiably exists.
Curiously, however, transit velocities increase in an up-glacier direction (Figure 4.11).
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It would seem that velocities would increase lower on the glacier as subglacial conduits
gained more discharge and thus increased in velocity as long as the conduit geometry
were fixed (which it need not necessarily be). This could very well be an artifact of the
low discharges though, for discharges were generally higher at the upper injections. It is
an unfortunate circumstance that the overall discharge was so low during the 2005 season
that the scaling of discharges could be a primary forcer of transit times.
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Figure 4*11 Four panel plot of axis experiments showing efficient drainage network with
location map and velocity table.
4.4.2.3

Upper Transect
The upper transect, like the lower transect, was formed o f seven injections. It,

however, had the opposite problem from the lower transect. Rather than missing its
lateral injections the upper transect was missing its middle three injections. This was not
by some mystery o f the glacier though, on all three occasions the fluorometer had silted
up while unattended. Ideally, given enough manpower, it would be best to have the
fluorometer checked and maintained right before each injection; unfortunately, field work
is often executed in a less than ideal fashion under less than ideal conditions. Regardless,
given the four remaining dye-retum curves, all four show relatively tight curves that
indicate a relatively efficient drainage system. The west side is especially exemplary in
that the outermost injection. Injection 20, has a slightly slower transit velocity and
somewhat more disperse curve than the nearly equidistant Injection 19, which is the next
injection inwards by 30m (Figure 4.12). From field observation, both injection
discharges were relatively similar too. This indicates that a marginal system is slightly
less efficient at delivering water than a system that is merely 30 m inward from it, thus
lending support to the model brought forward in section 4.4.1.

::
■■

injection 19
2800 sec.
0.375 m/s

^ 30 m
curve length
linear velocity

injection 20
3327 sec.
0.327 m/s
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Figure 4.12 Photos and table o f Injections 19 and 20 o f the 2005 field season.
The east side does not adhere as well to the prevailing logic, but I believe there
are extenuating circumstances. O f the two east side measurements, the injection that is
on the inside has the slower transit velocity and the more dispersed curve. However, this
particular injection, Injection 14, was into the smallest of all the injected moulins (Figure
4.13). It was barely more than a trickle flowing at the bottom o f a crack, but it was the
largest input discharge in the region that I was constrained to. It also features by far the
longest curve length (a measure o f dispersion) of any injection. All that said, it does not
have an irregular curve shape given its long travel time and disperse curve. Thus I
believe that the clean shape o f the curve and still decent velocity of 0.194 m/s indicates
that it could still be linked to an efficient drainage system, it is just linked to it by a very
small and slow englacial or subglacial stream that has the effect of severely retarding dye
delivery. The outermost injection, however, was into a moulin that was orders of
magnitude larger, and has the second most dispersed curve of any injection and a transit
velocity equal to the transit velocity of the opposing margin. I believe that the mirroring
of transit velocities and long dispersions (the west margin moulin has the 3"^^ most
dispersed curve) indicates similar drainage conditions on both margins of the glacier.
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m

W:
Figure 4.13 Photo of injection 14. Stream is approximately 10 cm across as it
disappears under the snow. Moulin covered in snow at top edge o f photo.
4.4.2.4

Time Series
A time series (as the term is used here) is a series o f multiple injections into the

same moulin at different times o f day and is conducted in order to elucidate temporal
variations in the drainage system. O f the time series conducted in 2005, one injection
occurred at 05:40, another at 11:19, and the last at 17:37. The first two were conducted
on the same day and the last was conducted on a different day. The hnear transit
velocities increased with time o f day, indicating either an increase in discharge or an
increase in the efficiency o f the drainage network or a combination o f both. O f the two
that occurred on the same day, the stream stage record shows that the outlet stream rose
slightly between the two experiments, and thus it can be inferred that discharge increased
too. Since there is no obvious relationship between dispersion, it would be difficult to
argue that the drainage is becoming more or less efficient. This is further supported by
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Figure 4.14, which shows that all three dye-retum curves have tight, well-shaped limbs
indicative o f efficient, channelized drainage.
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Figure 4.14 Time series injections. All have tight dye-retum curve and fast velocities
indicating a channelized drainage system.
The original purpose o f the time series was to further investigate dye leakage and
pressurization. This was not possible though, because all dye experiments in 2005
experienced dye loss from some unknown cause; not a single one retumed a plausible
discharge. The problem o f investigating overpressurization was further compounded by
the fact that the diumal cycle simply shut off during the cloudy cold spell that persisted at
the glacier for the duration o f the 2005 season.
4.5

H ydraulic Potential
Using the method described in section 2.2.4, a detailed analysis o f hydraulic

potential was performed. The results o f an analysis o f just pressure potential, with
locations o f the moulins on top are shown in Figure 4.15. Pressure potential here is
simply depth o f ice, gathered by subtracting the grid o f surface elevations created from
GPS measurements over 2 seasons by the grid of depth elevations obtained through radar
measurements in the 5, 10, and 25 MHz ranges over a number o f years by a number of
researchers and from borehole measurements. By multiplying the resultant grid by
gravity and the density o f ice the [z] values of that grid would be in actual pressure units.
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but since they are multipliers and not additions, this only changes the absolute values of
all measurements in the grid rather than changing the grid values relative to each other.
In other words, it’s the same grid either way; this simpler way just provides some useful
information about depth as well. Chapter 5 discusses the possible interpretations o f the
spatial distribution o f the moulins.
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F igure 4.15 Map o f depth to bed (in meters) with moulin locations graded by input
discharge. Dotted line denotes axis o f deepest part o f glacier. Dark blue represents
greatest depth; light blue, least.
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The grids and contour intervals of several different configurations ranging from
/ - 0.5 to / = 1.1 (calculated by multiplying the [g] term by 0.9) are shown in Figure
4.16. This last case ( / = 1.1) shows what would hempen if water pressure were to
exceed ice pressure in all locations. This last configuration is an unlikely scenario, but
one that has been suggested (when limited to local zones o f a glacier) as a cause for
glacial surging (e.g. Holmlund and Hooke, 1983). Notice that the equal hydraulic
potential lines change drastically as [ / ] is increased. The grid found at / = 1 is nearly
identical to the surface elevation map. The only difference is that the multiplier 917
kg/m^ is used as the density o f ice for the pressure potential while the multiplier 1000
kg/m^ is used as the density o f water for the gravitational potential. When summed
together this causes a small percentage variance from the original surface plot

/ = 0 .5

f =0,1
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/

~ 1

/

^ 1 (0.9G potential)

F igure 4.16 Gradient maps of hydraulic potential (O) at different flotation fractions ( / )
with contour lines showing lines o f equal potential (measured in |- ^ ^ ] ) . Purple
\ ms }
represents lowest potential; light blue, highest.
By querying the grid given by FLOWACCUMULATION (as described in section
3.7) of the melt model, the sum o f the ablation o f the whole glacier for one day is given;
by multiplying by the area o f a grid cell and doing a few conversions, I arrive at a
discharge in this virtual outlet stream o f 3.02 m^/s. This is reasonably in line with my
estimates o f discharge gathered by dye experiment interpretation and by moulin input
discharge summation, and helps further validate these other forms of data by cross
checking them against actual melt data gathered in the field at the same time.
This melt model was then applied to the map o f just pressure potential (depth).
The result is shown in Figure 4.17. Here, gravity has been taken completely out of the
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equation. This is, in effect, increasing the flotation fraction ( / ) to infinity. While the
result is a physical impossibility for several different reasons, this figure is helpful for
conceptual purposes. It shows that when pressure becomes the dominant force water will
go only in the direction o f less pressure, even if that happens to be straight up the steep
side of a valley. Most notably, the water drains away from the deepest parts of the
glacier. While in the real world water pressures never get that high in all places at once,
it does show that as water pressure increases water begins to move away from the areas
of highest overburden pressure.
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F igure 4.17 Channel configuration derived only from pressure potential. Water moves
away from areas o f high pressure. Contours are depth to bed, green indicates low
accumulation, red indicates high accumulation. Dark blue represent greatest depth; light
blue, least.
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Moulin input is the more likely o f the two input models described in Section 3.7
so the drainage network it produces was used exclusively for further analyses. The
drainage network as elucidated by flow accumulation with a range o f / - values is shown
in Figure 4.18. Contrasting / = 0 with / = 1 clearly shows that sinuosity o f the main
channel increases as pressure increases. This is the expected result, as / = 1 would
reflect the pressure environment o f a highly inefficient, distributed drainage network and
/ = 0 is the pressure environment o f atmospheric pressure, reflecting a 100% efficient
channelized network. Seaberg et al. (1988) showed that as a drainage system becomes
more efficient, sinuosity decreases and anabranch length also decreases, thus confirming
the predictability o f this outcome.

/ = 0

/= 0.5

82

/ -0.7

/ =1

/>1
F igure 4.18 Drainage configuration o f all different flotation fractions. Contours are
exceedingly large values measured in | - ^ j. Purple represents lowest potential; light
j
blue, highest.
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O f the five configurations represented in Figure 4.18, / = 0.5 and / = 0.7 were
chosen for further analysis because they reflect the average subglacial water pressure
values o f two different boreholes drilled to the bed (Figure 4.19). Between two pressure
environments that have been shown through borehole studies to actually exist, sinuosity
of the subglacial drainage network increases measurably (Figure 4.20). Even given the
unfortunately coarse resolution o f the drainage network model, an impressively small
pressure difference o f only 20% produces this variation. Furthermore, since these data
come firom boreholes in two different locations on Bench Glacier, these results show that
a glacier can change fi*om an / = 0.7 configuration in one area to an / = 0.5
configuration in another.
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F igure 4.19 Subglacial water pressure. Dashed green line indicates average value.
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1 km
F igure 4.20 Figure shows drainage system at / = 0.5 with the main channel of the more
distributed system o f / = 0.7 overlaid in red. The red / = 0.7 channel diverts markedly
in several places from the more fall line-oriented white channel o f the f = 0.5 system.
Purple represents lowest potential; light blue, highest.
Changes in the orientation o f the main conduit (as shown in Figure 4.20) appear
to occur in areas o f lesser slope o f the potentiometric surface. In areas where the slope is
greater, however, the main conduit is relatively stable, only deviating slightly between
the two pressure regimes. The reaches o f the main conduit that remain stable are also
coincident with the location of the main efficient conduit defined dye return curve data.
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A 3D contrast between / = 0 and / = 0.7 is shown in Figure 4.21. I chose / =
0.7 because it reflects measured, real world conditions, and / —0 because it has the
realistic potential to do so. The case / = 0 will obviously follow the fall line o f the bed
DEM to best o f the program’s limited abilities. The case / = 0.7, however, clearly
shows that the drainage paths from the same input moulins are diverted down glacier,
becoming more parallel. This drainage orientation change also supports hypotheses that
will be advanced in the next chapter about channelized vs. distributed drainage, with / =
0 exhibiting a more consolidating drainage and the less efficient / = 0.7 exhibiting a
regime that more closely resembles sheet flow. The oblique view offered in Figure 4.21
also shows how, at / = 0.7, water can start to flow uphill; or at least sidehill. This goes
back to the concept forwarded when just pressure potential was tested: water avoids the
deepest spot where pressure is highest as much as is feasibly possible in the given
gravitational potential regime.

f=0
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F igure 4.21 Two 3D oblique views showing change in down-valley orientation of
tributary streams between / = 0 (top panel) and / = 0.7 (bottom panel). O f particular
interest are the tributaries that are in the highlighted area o f the lower panel, these are
distinctly traveling sidehill rather than downhill. Vertical exaggeration is 1.5. Dark blue
represents greatest discharge; light blue, least.
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C h a p te r 5
Discussion

5.1

D ischarge
A pertinent question in the field of glaciology is, "of the water exiting the glacier,

how much o f it reflects meltwater delivered from the surface via large openings
(moulins)?” While it may seem immediately logical that the answer is "all of it”, several
factors are known to exist which make the answer more difficult. Thermal erosion of
conduit and channel walls occurs as moving water generates frictional heat, strain
melting occurs as ice deforms, basal melting occurs as ice slides over sediment and rock
which in turn can be heated by geothermal energy, and active englacial and subglacial
groundwater systems have been shown to exist which provide alternative methods of
water transportation (see Fountain and Walder, 1998, for a review). This research
provides insight into the answer to this fundamental question.
The whole-glacier melt model gives the spatially-variable melt rate over several
weeks of strong diurnal solar radiation and ambient temperature swings. This model
gives a net meltwater generation of approximately 3 m^/s. The moulin input discharge
model allows for the summation of individually measured (or inferred) moulin inputs.
These inputs were taken over the course of several weeks, and thus also have a
normalizing effect on the potential disturbance of daily temperature fluctuations.
However, the moulin model only reflects discharge that occurs during the high stand in
the diurnal cycle, and thus overestimates the net flow by reflecting only the top half of a
cyclical pattern o f melt-and-flow variation. This model gives a net flow of
approximately 6 m^/s. This second model likely has a greater range o f uncertainty due to
more assumptions and data collection errors. That being said, even if 6 m^/s were the
absolute true value o f discharge leaving the surface, 3 m^/s would account for 50% of that
discharge, leaving a maximum o f 3 mVs discharge to be created by other input sources.
If discharge completely shut off at night and 3 mVs were the absolute true value of
discharge leaving the surface (as the average value of 0 and 6 mVs), then the melt model
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would account for 100% o f discharge leaving no room for input sources (e.g. Shreve’s
(1972) aborescent grain network) aside from moulins. If more melt occurs at night, the
flow predicted by the melt model would be an overestimate, which would also leave no
room for additional discharge sources. The moulin input flow o f 6 m^/s is within an
order o f magnitude o f instantaneous discharge measurements estimated from dye return
curves, which range from 3 to 15 m^/s.
If all the discharge values estimated by dye-retum curves in Figure 4.8 that are
below the arbitrary reality cutoff of 15 m^/s are averaged, they give an average stream
discharge of 6.1 m^/s (also a daytime-only average). Given approximately 6 m^/s were
found to come from moulin input during the day, this would leave virtually no room for
englacial flow or subglacial groundwater flow. Unfortunately, the average discharge as
found by dye-retum curves has a high potential for inaccuracy, so there is some wiggle
room for non-moulin flow to exist. However, seeing how the flow magnitudes compared
in section 1.1.4,1 believe that subglacial groundwater flow at least can be eliminated as a
significant source o f water.
5.2

M oulins
Different morphologies of moulins have been identified at Bench Glacier:

openings that formed on the glacier margin; as distinct holes within open crevasses; as
crevasses; as solitary holes; as holes aligned along a seam or fracture; and as non-flowing
or dead. A cursory comparison between select moulins from 2004 and 2005 showed that
many moulins will form in the same location year after year. There were often inactive
or smaller moulins 5 m or so down-glacier from a fresh set of holes. This was especially
obvious when an entire row o f 2004 holes along a fracture was repeated the next year.
The former conduits were smaller than they were when active in 2004, already closing
off. It is likely that unconnected moulins, especially in isolated and not obviously serial
form, are formed when strain and shear in the ice cut them off from their connective
conduits during the winter and spring when there is no flow to keep them open. This is
very likely the case for the rare water-filled moulins too, except that these have a form of
input but no output (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 A sealed moulin that has backfilled with water. Pack and knit cap for scale.
An investigation o f moulin input discharge distribution also concludes that most
o f the water flowing on the surface is delivered to the bed from a select few moulins.
This suggests that in future studies at glaciers with a similar surface morphology (lowangle, relatively free o f crevasses and large features), research time is best spent
investigating only large moulins. In my experience, the 50 or so moulins that account for
90% o f surface discharge are all quite large in size, with a diameter o f at least 0.5 m, and
often quite larger.
5.3

2004 Dye R etu rn Curves
If the most-recent and more accepted model of up-basin propagation o f the

distributed-channelized threshold (Sharp et al., 1993) were to dictate the behavior of
Bench Glacier, one would expect that in August the ablation area o f the glacier would be
underlain entirely by a channelized drainage network. I hypothesize though, that the
entire basin never becomes fully channelized; rather, an area along the margin retains a
distributed drainage system. The dye-retum curves from 2004 support such a hypothesis.
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In 2004 disperse, multi-peaked dye-retum curves existed along the margins, and
concentrated, single-peak curves existed along the centerline. Comparison of each curve
to its respective Advection-Dispersion Model strongly supports this analysis. If lines of
equal travel time are drawn on the glacier, they arch strongly towards the head of the
glacier. This reflects the juxtaposition of a distributed drainage network along the
margins and a channelized drainage network in the center o f the glacier.
This area o f distributed drainage would thus be along the lateral margins of the
ablation area. My reasoning for this hypothesis is that according to Sharp et al. (1993)
the change from a distributed to a channelized network occurs when the distributed
network becomes overpressurized due to too much meltwater input. Harper et al. (in
press) have suggested that even a small change in discharge input to a sensitive drainage
system can alter it’s hydraulic geometry. Both of these theories suggest that discharge is
one of the more inherent factors of the drainage configuration and that a threshold must
be passed for channelization to take place. Logically, there should exist along the margin
an area where there is insufficient meltwater accumulation for this discharge threshold to
be passed.
If this discharge threshold could be found at a given ice depth, a map could
theoretically be made of any subglacial landscape by supplying meltwater to the bed and
finding the area necessary to accumulate sufficient flow to pass the threshold. However,
such a map would only be good for one water pressure. Since Figure 4.19 shows short
term, roughly 18 hour, subglacial water pressure swings, it is possible that the total area
of the channelized system would shrink and grow on a short temporal scale. A visual
description o f this qualitative model (without the temporal aspect) is offered in Figure
5.2, and Figure 5.3 shows what it might look like in cross-sectional view. It would be
logical to extend this reasoning to include local patches of distributed drainage within the
channelized system; while this very well may be true, these data only elucidate regional
generalizations o f the drainage system due to the coarse resolution o f dye injection sites.
This model is supported not only by dye-retum curve data, but by the result of fiowmap
calculations (as seen in Figures 4.18, 4.20, and 4.21) as well.
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F igure 5.2 Conceptual model o f subglacial drainage for August. Pink dots are
injections. All demarcations are inferred.
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F igure 5.3 Conceptual model in cross-section looking down glacier created from real
radar data located about halfway down ablation area. All demarcations are inferred.
Below is a possible explanation for the phenomena o f dye disappearing after
13:00 (see Figure 4,6). As the main conduit(s) o f a channelized stream becomes
pressurized during maximum discharge o f the diurnal cycle (see section 1.1.3), water
pressure may exceed the ice overburden pressure enough to open fractures or small
anabranches in the ice and ice-sediment contact. Also, this could force more water into
the groundwater system by overcoming the compressibility o f the confined aquifer
(Figure 5.4). Coupled with increased thermal and mechanical erosion caused by high
flow velocities, this could work to quickly create new storage areas in which dye could
go missing. Certainly, if dye was forced into the subglacial aquifer, it would take days to
show up again due to it’s orders-of-magnitude slower transit velocity (see section 1.1.4).
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F igure 5.4 Hypothetical model for dye loss due to increased water pressure with
increased discharge. Black arrows indicate direction o f greatest pressure.
One method to test this theory would be to compare borehole data of water
pressure to stream discharge derived by dye experiments. However, borehole data show
diurnal swings across the glacier variable in timing and space. But they all show peak
pressure in the afternoon to early evening. Data from additional boreholes recorded over
a greater amount o f time could make such a comparison possible.
An alternative method to validating or disputing this theory is to look at other
indicators o f pressurized vs. non-pressurized flow. Hubbard and Glasser (2005), detail a
method for determining whether or not flow is pressurized. Using to the equation;
e-v A

(5.1)

in which [A] is cross-sectional area o f a channel, [v] and [Q] will exhibit a positive
linear relationship if [A] is a constant. [A] would be a constant when the subglacial
system is pressurized. However, if the system were unpressurized, [A] would have room
to vary because there exists open space in the conduit that [A] can use to grow. Thus, if
the [ g /v ] relationship is linear, the conduit through which water is traveling is
pressurized and the governing equation would look like
v=>kQ

(5.2)
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with [k] being a constant slope which reflects the hydraulic geometry of the conduit.
However, in an unpressurized conduit, the [Q /v] relationship would be curvilinear
because as [Q ] changes both [v] and [A] would vary. The governing equation for this
would be
(5.3)
with [6] an exponent that has a value less than one and that denotes curvature. If
experiments in the morning matched better with an unpressurized system (v =»kQ^) and
experiments in the afternoon matched better with a pressurized system ( v « kQ), it would
prove that pressurized flow is occurring in the afternoon and that dye loss is possible.
The results are shown in Figure 5.5.
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F igure 5.5 Analysis of various fits. Red diamonds are morning experiments; blue circles
are the proposed “leaky” experiments in the afternoon that have a discharge greater than
15 mVs.
The results o f Figure 5.5 at first seems to show that the opposite is true. The
linear fit (pressurized) works better for the morning experiments (r = 0.307) than the
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curved fit (r = 0.287), and the curvilinear curved fit (unpressurized) works better for the
afternoon experiments (r = 0.906 compared to r = 0.891). This would dispute the theory,
but I believe that very little confidence can be placed in these results. The [r] values are
extremely low for the morning fits and o f the afternoon fits, only one even makes it into
the lowest confidence level (90%) from a Student T-test. Additionally, even if the low [r]
values were over-looked, their relative difference is very small. A comparison o f the
experiments o f 2004 as a whole are shown in Figure 5.6 to test for greater coherence with
the entire data set.
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F igure 5.6 Analysis of various fits for all 2004 data combined.
Even analyzing all o f the 2004 data together doesn’t yield a reliable result as to
whether the system as a whole is pressurized at all times or unpressurized at all times.
Even though the curvilinear fit (unpressurized) has a slightly greater [r] value than the
linear fit, both [r] values are unacceptably low to suggest a corollary relationship.
The reason I ascertained as to why none o f the fits match and the analysis proved
unfhiitful lies in the original design o f the experiment. Seaberg et al. (1988) derived this
analysis, and Hubbard and Glassers’s (2005) more recent treatment is based entirely on
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Seaberg et al.’s (1988) methods. Analysis of the locations of Seaberg et al.’s (1988)
original dye injections, conducted in 1984 and 1985 on Storglaciaren, shows that all of
the injections were in very close proximity to each other. All appear to be inside a 100 m
radius. Since the test is to discover the configuration of one conduit, spatial variation is
detrimental in that injections not occurring near the conduit itself will be influenced by
other conduits that they travel through. This influence should increase with distance. If
the subglacial conduit that is being tested has pressure variation along it’s length,
corresponding variations in injection locations will also deteriorate the analysis. This
concept is conspicuously absent in more recent literature, and was never explained by
Seaberg et al. (1988) in their original work either. It appears then that this analysis is best
implemented over short spatial and also temporal scales. However, the assumptions of
this analysis don’t hold under large scales of time and space. Since the 2004 injections
supporting the “leaky” conduit theory have great spatial variability, this
pressurized/unpressurized analysis cannot adequately prove or disprove the theory.
Patterson (1994) and Schuler et al. (2004) (amongst others) have theorized that efficient
drainage channels would become full and pressurized during periods of high discharge,
so there is at least some support for the pressurized-unpressurized part o f the concept.

5.4

2005 D ye-R eturn Curves

Two different analyses of contributing injections and event size were postulated
to explain the large dye release event that occurred in 2005; One was to analyze the entire
peak including the drawn out section (see Figure 4.9), and the other was to analyze only
the highest part o f the peak. Both analyses involve a significant release of dye, however,
no significant change in stream stage occurred at day 209 (Figure 3.6), the central day of
the event. The most plausible explanation I can come up with is that the low-discharge
input moulins along the lower transect were not actually connected to the subglacial
drainage system at all. They were perhaps draining to an englacial storage space (or a
subglacial cavity located at a higher elevation than the main drainage channel), at which
point they were pooling. It is in this englacial/subglacial void in which the RWT dye was
stored for several days. Once enough hydraulic head had accumulated in this void it
could potentially wedge or scour down into an open conduit. If the new connection was
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narrow enough the stored dye would be released slowly. Since the volume of dye is less
than two liters, it’s release would not significantly impact the stream stage record.
Another plausible explanation is that the dye in these regions was committed to a
groundwater system, and thus took a couple of orders of magnitude longer to arrive than
it should have (depending upon groundwater travel length). However, this theory does
not curry much favor because these low-discharge injection moulins would have to
descend steeply to the bed (in order to maximize aquifer length) and be well connected to
a moving aquifer with a high Reynolds' number; in other words, a fast moving aquifer
that is receiving large volumes of water from upstream. The other three injections that
occurred in the same area as those that contributed to the release event were injected into
much larger discharge moulins nearer the centerline o f the glacier, and all returned well
structured dye-retum curves with reasonably high transit velocities (>2.5 m/s) that are
indicative of an efficient, channelized drainage system that is not connected to a
groundwater system.
This dye release event was not the only oddity of 2005. Several other attempted
injections failed to ever register a signal at the terminus, in spite of the fact that large dye
volumes were used. An investigation of stage (Figure 3.6) shows that diurnal fluctuation
shut down over the course o f the 2005 field season, practically disappearing by the end.
While channelized drainage still existed down the main conduit it appears that, more
often than not, I received no signal from the marginal dye injections, rather than
attenuated dye-retum curves that suggest a distributed system. O f the lower transect,
none of the marginal injections returned a curve, and of the upper transect, all of the
marginal injections returned efficient curves rather than diffuse curves indicative of a
distributed drainage system.
I propose that all of these odd phenomena may be linked together. If the
shutdown o f the diumal cycle were to precipitate a loss of area o f the channelized
drainage system (a low, steady flow regime could not keep as large a conduit open as a
fluctuating one), the closure rate of ice would (lagging slightly behind) seal off formerly
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efficient conduits before a higher-pressure distributed drainage system of linked cavities
could be re-introduced. This would mean that in a constantly growing area (that in 2004
would have been considered part o f the distributed drainage system), there would exist a
high potential for englacial and subglacial storage of water in newly sealed passageways.
Building hydrostatic pressure coupled with ice sliding dynamics could cause these or
other passageways to reopen or open new ones, releasing the dye in events long after the
initial injection. Or it could not release it at all. Glaciers have an impressive capacity for
storage, and dye releases have been documented up to a year after their injection date, so
the dye could still be sitting in a blocked passageway at the time of this writing.
5.5

M oulin Form ation
While no dramatic conclusion about the locations of the moulins can be instantly

gathered from the simple pressure potential map shown in Figure 4.15, it does appear that
the moulins have a tendency to trend down the deepest part of the glacier, marked by the
dashed line in that figure. This could suggest that while moulins form from the top dovm,
their eventual location on the surface is dependent upon bed topography. Depending
upon the subglacial pressure configuration, the deepest part of the glacier is often the
location of the main channel o f the subglacial drainage network. If an englacialsubglacial path was within reasonable distance of the main channel and ‘wanted’ to stay
as vertical as possible, the englacial pathway would migrate until it was directly above
the main channel. However, without measuring conduit orientation over time the
existence o f such a control on spatial distribution of moulins at the surface cannot be
properly validated. This idea does have some fledgling support in the literature in that
Nienow et al. (1996b) have suggested that the subglacial drainage network can exert a
control on the englacial pathways above it. A slope derivative o f the pressure potential
grid with moulins mapped on top is shown in Figure 5.7. This is to check if a change in
hydraulic potential (a slope on the map, with increasing slope equaling increasing rate of
change) is a preferential site for moulin formation. I interpret Figure 5.7 to be
inconclusive, suggesting that there is no link between moulin formation and change in
pressure potential. However, one problem with this map is that the surface location of
moulins (shown on map) and the location of moulins on the bed would differ if the
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englacial passageway was sloped rather than vertical. Fountain (2005) has witnessed
englacial passageways dipping up to 70” at Storglaciaren in borehole video experiments.
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F igure 5.7 Slope derivation of the depth map in Figure 4.15. Moulins do not obviously
line up on any major change in slope (an indication of change in pressure potential). Red
represents steepest slope; green, flattest.
As subglacial water pressure approaches ice overburden pressure in the
calculation o f hydraulic potential, no additional information about moulin locations is
rendered because the upper surface o f the glacier has little relief. The increasing
influence of the flat surface normalizes the pressure potential map, so structure that may
control moulin formation becomes more attenuated. So whereas a profound statement
about moulin formation cannot be made from hydraulic potential alone, significant
discoveries about channel orientation and drainage configuration at different pressure
regimes both measured and theoretical can be seen here and in the results of section 4.5.
That being said, it does appear that in the upper glacier and mid glacier region where the
valley is deepest the moulins are grouped along the main subglacial drainage pathway.
The moulins have been put on top of the drainage map of / = 0 .7 (most likely pressure
environment for this region of the glacier) to help elucidate this empirical relationship in
Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 Moulins graded by discharge on top of the / = 0.7 drainage network
(contours measured in

While tributaries owe their existence and location to the

moulins, the main channel (white) is not dependent upon specific moulins due to its high
stream order, so coincident locations between the main channel and overlying moulins
are not just an artifact o f the creation process, but are real relationships. Areas
highlighted in red show surprisingly good lineament. Purple represents lowest potential;
light blue, highest.
I suggest that large scale morphology and convexity o f the ice surface exerts the
strongest control on moulin formation, and the subglacial drainage network exerts a
secondary control on the supraglacial drainage network. Yde and Knudsen (2005) show
excellent examples o f the first process occurring, and infer in a different manner the
second process. Bench Glacier does not have significant surface topography for most of
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the ablation area, yet still moulins (especially the larger ones) appear to group somewhat
over the main subglacial channel. This could be due to the ‘bottom-up’ approach to
englacial pathway evolution that I postulated earlier in the section. Comparing Figure 5,8
to Figure 4.20 shows that where moulins do cluster over the main subglacial pathway (as
shown in Figure 5.8) is where the main conduit does not deviate between / = 0.5 and
/= 0 .7 (as shown in Figure 4.20). Where there is significant deviation o f the main
conduit between /= 0 .5 and /= 0 .7 (about 100 meters maximum, as shown by Figure
4.20) is where there are no moulins at the surface. This comparison suggest that in areas
where the conduit orientation is fixed and stable between pressure configurations is
where moulins are formed and that in areas where conduit orientation changes (it appears
to change more in areas with lesser slope o f the potentiometric surface [Figure 4.20]) is
an area where moulins will not form (given little surficial relief). In the limited areas that
Bench Glacier does have sufficient relief to accumulate supraglacial meltwater, large
moulins do form at the bottom o f regional depressions (Figure 5.9). In areas where the
surface is convex, moulin distribution appears to be random, or controlled by internal ice
structures (see Figure 4.4 for examples).
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Figure 5.9 Two depressions in the surface of the glacier that are drained by moulins.
Top panel is a small depression on the margin of the glacier that collects water then
drains it through the moulin highlighted in red. The large bowl at the base of the icefall in
the lower panel has two large moulins that drain its accumulated water. The long dashed
line demarcates the boundary of the bowl and the smaller circles highlight the two
moulins that drain it.
Summation of the flow map pathway lengths to the terminus from each injection
moulin in 2004 and the depths from the moulin to the bed gives an actual pathway length
(rather than a linear travel distance) that depends upon the flotation fraction used. For /
= 0.5 (a likely average configuration) actual pathway length is significantly greater than
linear travel distance, and when divided by return curve travel time gives noticeably
higher travel velocities (appendix E). In light of this result, a distributed/channelized
velocity threshold is more accurately 3.0 m/s (or in the low 3’s). Analyzing subglacial
channel configuration by velocity investigations is more accurate utilizing this method
(and should be used by future researchers where possible) because it includes depth an
channel sinuosity in its calculation.
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Injection 4 provides a good example of this. It’s average linear travel distance
(the straight horizontal line distance from the injection site to the terminus) is 4143 m.
The modeled channel length at / =0.5 plus the vertical depth from injection site to the
bed is 4860 m. Using the modeled (ADM) travel time of 8559 s, this gives a modeled
travel velocity o f 0.57 m/s, which is significantly faster than the 0.48 m/s calculated using
linear travel distance and measured travel time.
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chapter 6
Conclusions
The primary goal o f this work at its onset was to find the role of moulins in
englacial routing and their relationship to the subglacial drainage system. While previous
researchers have made some advances in describing the subglacial drainage system and
individual moulins, collective knowledge of the entire process from surface melt to outlet
stream remains patchy. Bench Glacier was chosen as an ideal natural laboratory for these
glaciology experiments due to the wide body of supporting research on this glacier, the
logistical support available, and the applicability of results derived here to other
glaciological settings around the world.
While it has long been known that moulins drain surface meltwater into the
glacier, a detailed and glacier-scale study of this process has never before been
conducted. I found that there are many more moulins than originally anticipated (633 in
6.2 km^). Moulin density is quite high, around 200 per square kilometer. Moulins are
found to exhibit random spatial distribution in some areas while exhibiting regional
grouping and local clustering in other areas. Relatively few of them actually contribute a
substantial amount o f meltwater to the subglacial drainage system. In fractional form,
less than 8% o f them supply 90% of the total discharge and just 0.5% (3 moulins) of them
supply 50% o f the total discharge. In this setting of a relatively icefall-free alpine valley
glacier, most of the water melted from the glacial surface makes it’s way to the bed by
draining into just a few major moulins.
The subglacial drainage system during July and August of 2004 and 2005 appears
to be channelized and highly efficient along the glacier’s centerline. Dye-retum curves
have shown, however, that subglacial drainage efficiency decreases distally from the
central axis o f the glacier. Return curves from dye injections at the glacier’s edge have a
corollary disperse shape, and dye-return curves from the middle o f the glacier have tight
limbs and high peaks. This discovery led to the concept of a late-season rim of
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distributed drainage around the glacier. This concept necessitates a certain accumulation
of discharge to be exceeded in order for the subglacial drainage to form efficient, highthroughput conduits, thus leaving a zone of less-efficient, distributed drainage around the
margin of the glacier where little water has accumulated. This view differs considerably
from the only previous interpretation made by Sharp et al. (1993) o f an early-summer
propagation o f a channelized drainage up-glacier.
Dye return curves also suggest that dye loss occurs during the higher discharge
half o f the diumal discharge cycle. I have proposed a concept for explaining this loss that
entails the pressurization of normally efficient conduits. While the two separate analyses
conducted here were statistically unable to support this concept, they were also unable to
summarily refute it. Additional injections have the to potential to complete such an
analysis. However, additional injections would likely need to be given a spatial
distribution similar to that created by the original architects of the analyses (Seaberg et
ah, 1988), in order to make the analyses repeatable. It is likely that such a spatial
distribution was overlooked as a necessary prerequisite by both Seaberg et al. (1988) and
Hubbard and Glasser (2005) in their re-description of the analysis technique. During
periods when diumal activity shuts down, whole injections have gone missing. 1 have
proposed that this could be due to the sealing off of conduits and the subsequent storage
of dye, but such a concept can only be validated by future work as well (described in
section 7).
The hydraulic potential field was computed for the entire glacier. The geometry
used for this calculation was radar data for the bed and GPS data for the surface. The
various maps created of hydraulic potential correspond to pressure regimes that reflect
distributed and channelized drainage networks. Sharp et al. (1993) had previously
created flowmaps from similar (yet coarser resolution) hydraulic potential fields but their
water input was a subjective uniform meltwater generation applied to the field. This
study used measured input at specific moulin locations for its hydraulic potential input.
Such a study has never before been performed. Study of the resulting flowmaps shows
that Seaberg et al.’s (1988) theory that sinuosity increases as water pressure increases
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holds true under quantitative analysis. Sinuosity does increase as drainage efficiency
decreases. Water can flow uphill and definitely has been shown to flow sidehill. The
increasingly parallel nature o f the tributaries of the more-inefficient drainage systems
resulting from increased subglacial water pressure very likely reflects an increase in all
channel widths and movement towards a sheet flow-like regime, the classic ideal of
inefficient subglacial drainage. While it may not become actual sheet flow, this change
does likely reflect the degradation o f the efficient drainage conduit into the inefficient
linked cavity.
Finally, a comparison of moulin locations to a hydraulic potential field of f =0.1
(one of the most probable values) shows that moulins tend to show grouping along the
deepest part o f the glacier. This is particularly true in areas where a cross-section of the
bed shows the most possible relief. Further comparison with the predicted subglacial
channels shows that moulins tend to form directly over the main channel itself,
suggesting that the subglacial drainage system can exert a control on the englacial and
supraglacial drainage systems as suggested in part by Nienow et al. (1996b). This
suggests that there is the potential for englacial pathway evolution to be a process that
starts at that bed and works it’s way to the surface. In areas where there is little channel
deviation with varying subglacial water pressures is where the moulins form on top of a
conduit. Areas where there is channel deviation with varying subglacial water pressure
are areas that contain very few moulins. This suggests that where moulin formation and
englacial pathway evolution are linked to the subglacial drainage there is a strong bias
towards stable subglacial conduits as opposed to ones that anastomose and shift.
This study has helped answer some of the questions posed in the introduction, and
also raises some o f it’s own. The first question posed was, “does all meltwater from the
ice surface make its way to the bed via moulins?” The results of this study strongly
suggest that all meltwater does makes its way to the bed via moulins during the late
summer period. The second question was, “What is the spatial configuration of moulin
input to the bed?” The result of Figure 4.15 answers this question: in general moulins
show more clustering than random distribution, and that although there are many
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scattered small moulins, a few large ones deliver the bulk o f surficial water to the bed.
The third question was, “where and why do moulins form?” This question was given
extensive consideration in section 5.5, and while suggestions have been created
concerning supraglacial relief and englacial evolution starting at the bed, there is still a
lot about this fundamental question which is simply not known and requires further
research. The final question was, “how are they (moulins) and the configuration of the
subglacial drainage system linked?” With regards to the previous answer, it appears that
clustering may occur in regions of efficient subglacial drainage, and that high-discharge
moulins may encourage the creation of efficient drainage (as recorded by dye-retum
curves).
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C h a p te r 7
Future W o rk
A severe limitation in how well the fiowmap creation process for a given
hydraulic potential field can be done is the way in which flow accumulation is calculated.
The Arc GRID function FLOWDIRECTION takes an individual cell and figures out
which of its neighboring cells it has the steepest slope towards, and assigns that
neighboring cell direction as the direction which it discharges the original cell to. The
first problem with this approach is that this only gives 8 compass directions to which
water can flow. If the actual channel went, for example, over 3 cells and up two, it would
have to make a diagonal line for two cells and then over one cell. This can result in
channels traveling somewhat sidehill rather than straight down a fall-line. Additionally,
this results in a total lack of channel curvature. Another limitation is the very coarse
resolution o f the drainage network that is a result of the cell-size limitation. What is
needed is an accumulation model that uses the grid to calculate slope but acts
independently o f it, having its own resolution. This would be strengthened by
functionality that allowed for depth of channel adjustment (resulting in an increasing
width of channel due to discharge increase) and channel curvature.
Another possibility for future work exists concerning the large dye release event I
recorded: an experiment could be pre-designed to confirm or refute conduit sealing that
would be conducted during long periods of deteriorating weather when the diumal cycle
shuts down and total discharge falls drastically. For the location of Bench Glacier such
an experiment stands its greatest chance of success during the early fall when
temperatures fall quickly due to the glacier’s northern latitude. Much study has gone into
how a glacier initiates summer activity after winter dormancy, but very little attention has
been given to date to how a glacier shuts down at the end of summer and enters its winter
dormancy.
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Appendices

A)
I*

Detailed Methods and Calibrations
Tracer Calibration
The entire calibration of the Rhodamine WT dye was performed in a laboratory

environment with a constant temperature of 20 C and a constant level o f ambient light.
Both these factors are important because fluctuations in either variable could affect
readings.

The laboratory setup was a 1000 ml beaker set on a non-reflective black
countertop. Color control is also important because it can change results of the
fluorescence reading if light reflects off a colored surface. The Cyclops-7 fluorometer
was suspended from a lab stand, locked in place with the head (bottom) of the unit
initially at the 700 ml mark of the beaker. This location put the head of the unit about 8
cm from the bottom of the beaker and more than 5 cm away from the sides. This setup
had to be altered for the stream water because of the need for conservation of the limited
quantity o f water retrieved from the field. For the stream water the head was dropped to
the 400 ml mark so that the beaker only needed to be filled up to the 500 ml mark.
The RWT used was 20% active ingredient, and was received in this form from the
factory. As a xanthene-based dye (Idstein, 2002), RWT would have a syrupy viscosity
by itself and would be rather difficult to work with. While it is important to know that
RWT is a 20% dilution, it is okay to treat the dilution as if it were actual concentration
because most experiments (including this one) are only looking at relative concentration,
not absolute. Mathematically it also makes things much easier to treat it this way when
dealing with some of the equations encountered in subsequent analyses. So all
concentrations in all waters used in the calibration are in the dilute form not in the active
ingredient form. Standards were created by first making very careful serial dilutions of
the stock. Once a 100 ppm dilution was obtained, it was then diluted one more time into
the various standard dilutions. The procedure for going from the stock through the serial
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dilutions to the 100 ppm stock is presented in detail in a monograph provided by Turner
Designs (2005b).

il

D e -io n ize d W a te r
The first experiment ran was on standard de-ionized water. This provides a

standard from which to compare signal denudation in actual stream water, and a reference
point from which to “reality check” results as they are produced from experimenting on
the other types o f water. In effect, it shows what the instrument should read given ideal
conditions. Calibrating for de-ionized water is also good for investigating the linearity
threshold of the dye. The linearity threshold is when the relationship of the concentration
of the fluorophore to the reading on the fluorometer passes beyond a linear correlation
and starts quenching (Figure i.l). This means that the fluorophore is not fluorescing in
the same way when excited due to excessive abundance, which causes the signal to
become falsely attenuated (Turner Designs, 2004). This can also be caused by a
limitation of the optical filters in the instrument. In the case o f the Cyclops-7, there are
four filters: a broadband bandpass filter, a narrowband bandpass filter, a sharpcut filter
and a neutral density filter (Turner Designs, 2005c).
The four standards used were concentrations of 0 ppb, 50 ppb, 100 ppb, and 200
ppb. The de-ionized water exhibited a linear relationship all the way to 200 ppb, so that
confirms that the linearity threshold was not passed. A test standard o f 500 ppb was also
conducted on the de-ionized water, but the fluorometer reading in millivolts went offscale at this concentration. This is due to the fluorometer having 3 different gain settings
of varying sensitivity; X I, XIO, and X I00. The setting that is best for our field use is
X I0, and it has a maximum reading of 3000 mV, or 3 volts. Beyond that the gain setting
needs to be switched to X I00. Since readings in the field were never intended to go
above 3000 mV, as long as it maintains linearity to that 3000 mV mark my fluorometry
studies are sitting happily within the linearity region of the instrument-concentration
relationship. De-ionized water gives lower readings than actual stream water at the same
concentrations because it does not have the added background fluorescence o f the
turbidity, so as long as de-ionized water exhibits a linear relationship, all other waters
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will too. As a final assurance, the literature (Turner Designs, 2005b) quotes the usual
linearity threshold to be around 0.5 parts per million for clean water systems, which was
tested as my 500 ppb standard on de-ionized water.
Fluorometer R esponse Curve

linear re g io n

q u e n c h in g re g io n

•o

:

concentration

Figure LI Theoretical relationship between instrumentation reading and measured
concentration o f a fluorescent dye. In the quenching region, a fluorometry reading can
indicate two possible concentrations that have a large difference between them.
i.2

A M W a te r
One liter o f water was collected from the Bench Glacier outlet stream in the

vicinity o f the fluorometer installation at 09:35 on 8/24/2004. Collecting it near the
fluorometer installation ensured roughly the same turbidity level that the fluorometer was
experiencing. Table i. 1 shows that the weather was similar to preceding days o f the study
period, and thus this sample served as a decent representation o f the discharge and
resultant turbidity at this phase in the diurnal cycle for the preceding weeks. This time of
day is ideally situated only a few hours after the usual minimum flow, and is before any
experiments take place. For the four standards tested, it showed a good lineeir
relationship, but only had a reading for three o f them; the fourth standard o f 200 ppb
coupled with the background fluorescence caused by turbidity overwhelmed the
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instrument and caused an off-chart reading. Overall the relationship has a different slope
than that exhibited by de-ionized water.
August 2004 Weather Data
Valdez 18E 61.1 I N 145.78“W 195m elev.
Day
precipitation (cm)
Tmax (C")
Tmin (C )
10
0.00
25.6
2.8
11
0,10
15.6
3.9
12
0.00
20.0
7.8
13
0,00
20.6
3.3
14
0.00
26.1
2.2
15
0.00
25,6
4.4
16
0.00
26.7
4.4
17
0,00
27,2
3.3
18
0.00
20,0
3.9
19
0.00
19.4
6.1
20
0.00
19.4
7.8
21
1,30
23.3
4.4
22
0.00
23.3
3.9
21.7
23
0.00
2.8
0.00
19.4
1.1
n
Table i.l Regional weather data with morning sample day in yellow and afternoon
sample day in green. Valdez 18E weather station located near Woortman’s Gravel Pit in
valley about 8km from glacier. Generally slightly warmer and drier than Bench Glacier.
i.3

P M

W

a te r

One liter of water for the evening sample was collected from the same location as
that of the morning sample, and was retrieved at 18:33 on 8/15/2004. Table i.l shows
that the weather for that day was typical of the field season and indicates that this is an
adequate representative sample, 18:33 is generally right about the peak discharge in the
diurnal cycle, and is slightly later than the afternoon/evening injections. Since I
discovered that turbidity cycles evenly with discharge (see section 4.1), this is also the
time of day when turbidity is at it’s highest. The afternoon sample also has a good linear
relationship between reading and concentration, and also produces a different slope than
the de-ionized water. Being even more turbid than the morning sample, it too gives an
off-chart high reading for the 200 ppb standard.
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Both the AM and PM samples required special care in the laboratory. This water
was collected from such a high-velocity stream that the sediment load contains a large
enough grain size that it will immediately settle out if not subjected to vigorous agitation.
For this reason I used two plastic straws to powerfully stir each sample right up to the
time o f reading. The highest reading is posted right at the beginning and then it starts to
decline. I decided against using a stir plate because it introduced too many variables.
The first problem was it uses a Teflon coated, white-colored stir magnet. I do not know
if Teflon fluoresces (it is a sort of plastic), but the reflective white does pose a potential
issue. Second, I was not able to replicate the table’s shade of matte black for the base
color underneath the beaker and on top of the stir plate. Third, the uniform stirring itself
may cause a problem such as air bubbles in the vortex at the instrument head.
My methodology for stirring was to stir as fast as possible (especially for the
afternoon sample) then remove the straws about halfway through the emittance of the
green light. This gave the sample about 3 seconds to remove any cavitation before the
reading took place, but still ensured rapid circulation and consistent high turbidity. This
gave me the lowest possible initial reading, which was indicative of even mixing. As
sediment settled out it first would first give an increasing reading due to the lowering of
the highest-density material. This would increase the density and size of the turbidity
around the fluorometer head, which sits at 100ml beaker-depth in the water. After
peaking, all material would settle away from the head and the reading would begin to
drop, as indicated earlier. This "peaking" or initial increase problem is much more of an
issue with the afternoon sample than it was with the morning sample.

i.4

A nalysis
Curiously, although the X-axis intercept is shifted for both samples in a manner

that one would expect for increasing turbidity, the greater slope of the afternoon sample
causes the curves to cross in a highly unexpected manner. However, they remain fairly
close together compared to their overall shift away from the de-ionized water curve. So
while they contain a relative difference, their absolute position shows that the relative
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difference is in fact quite small. That does not, however, make the crossing any less real,
just less o f a concern. It is difficult to speculate as to why this happens; lab error is a
possibility, or perhaps some relationship between the fluorescing nature of the sediment
and the turbidity level that remains to yet be elucidated and is beyond the scope of this
study.

Limitations in the field and in travel only allowed me to collect two samples: a
high and low stand. Fortuitously, the narrow gap between the two samples allowed me to
create one calibration curve that was an average of my two samples and apply that
calibration to all gathered data. The less desirable alternative would have been to have
binned all experiments into either an “AM” or “PM” bin and apply the calibration
accordingly. The averaged calibration curve and its governing equation are shown in
Figure i.2. This equation is subsequently used in all further data analysis as the basis for
converting instrument readout to concentration.

De-ionized W ater

standard
blank (0)
50 ppb
100 ppb
200 ppb
500 ppb

date
12/24/04
12/24/04
12/24/04
12/24/04
12/24/04

time
N/A
N/A
N/A
15:27
15:43

voltage
12.645
12.671
12.632
12.665
21.650

temp C°
21.400
21.153
21.800
21.525
21.650

reading
-8.0
489.5
968
2038
-99999

+/- error
1
1
1.5
2
N/A

AM W ater

standard
0 ppb
50 ppb
100 ppb
200 ppb

date
12/24/04
12/24/04
12/24/04
12/24/04

time
16:05
17:37
17:25.15
17:38

voltage
12.658
12.659
12.652
12.646

temp C®
21.800
22.128
22.204
22.255

reading
105
945
1777
-99999

+/- error
3
5
5
N/A

PM W ater

standard
0 ppb
50 ppb
100 ppb

date
12/24/04
12/24/04
12/24/04

time
18:00
18:15.00
18:23.45

voltage
12.652
12.639
12.638

temp C®
22.179
22.229
22.255

reading
162
856
1501

+/- error
10
15
30
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200 p p b

12/24/04

18:33

12.639

22.255

-99999

N /A

1

Table i.2 data for three types of calibrations. Temperature over the course of testing,
increases due to sedunent friction caused by agitating the turbid samples. Error increases
with turbidity, indicative of high frequency noise in field data.

Fluorometer Calibration Curve

200

180

Blue = 01 w ater --> y=.0981354x
Red = AM w ater —> y=,0598086(x-105)
G reen = PM w ater - > v=.074826(x-162)

160

140

CL 120

tS 100

O

80

60

40

20

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

flurometer reading in millivolts

Figure L2 Calibration curves and their governing equations,
n.

Continued Methods for Creation of Curve Fit

%
newfit.m
% JR 3-8-05
benchfit=[1:1 :length(concentration)];
benchfit(1 )=concentration(1 ):
benchfit(2)=sum(concentration(1:3))/3;
benchfit(3)=sum(concentration(1;5))/5;
benchfit(4)=?sum(concentration(1:7))/7;
i=5;
while i<=lenath(concentration)-4;__________
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benchfit(i)=sum(concentration((i-4):(i+4)))/9;
i=i+1 :
end;
benchfit(length(concentration)-3)=sum(concentration({length(concentration)6) :(length(concentration))))/7;
benchfit(length(concentration)-2)=sum(concentration((length(concentration)4) :(length(concentration))))/5;
benchfit(length(concentration)-1 )=sum(concentration((length(concentration)2):(length(concentration))))/3;
benchfit(length(concentration))=concentration{length(concentration)):

Table ii.l Matlab code for 9-point averaging routine. Average increases in magnitude at
the beginning of data then decreases in magnitude at end of data.
The ideal smoothing routine dampens erratic noise to the maximum amount
possible while preserving the shape of the original curve. I settled on a nine point
average after investigating the effects of various averages. Several different averaging
values are shown against the original data in Figure ii.l. Nine obviously works the best.
The peak o f a curve with the same averaging values is shown in Figure ii.2. It is in the
analysis o f this and several other curves that I decided eleven points or beyond was too
much. At eleven points of averaging (not shown) the curve itself starts to become
somewhat normalized. While maintaining peak values is not important, maintaining an
equal area under the curve very much is, and a dampening effect on the curve itself
causes the area under the curve to be reduced. The results of Figure ii.3 not only shows
how the peaks can be attenuated yet the area kept equal, but is also an excellent example
of peak shifting.
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Experiment 2
close up analysis of data smoothing

——

3 .4

un filtered
Y a ve ra g e d o v e r 3 X
Y a ve ra g e d o v e r 7 X
Y a v e ra g e d o v e r 9 X

3 .2

§
2.8

2.6

2 .4

2 2 5 .5 2 7

2 2 5 .5 2 8

2 2 5 .5 3

2 2 5 .5 2 9

2 2 5 .5 3 1

2 2 5 .5 3 2

tim e

F igu re ii.l Data smoothed over several different moving-average routines.
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Experiment 2
close up analysis of data smoothing
17.6
unfiltered

Y averaged over 3 X
Y averaged over 7 X
Y averaged over 9 X
17.4

17.2

I
16.8

16.6

16.4
225.567

225 568

225.569

22557
time

225 571

225.572

225.573

F igure ii.2 Same routines as Figure ii.l, but here analyzed over a sharp peak. Shows
why nine has the maximum smoothability.
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Experiment 10
unfiM ered d a l a
b e n c h fit

25

20

I£

15

I
1
10

5

0
234 85

234 855

234 86

234 865

234 07

234 875

fractional day of-year

F igure 11.3 Smoothing routine (benchfit) on top o f original, unfiltered data. This
particular data set shows slight peak shifting at the top o f the peak and on the secondary
peak, but exhibits no loss o f area under the curve.
Peak shifting is a phenomenon o f moving average routines that must be kept in
mind for all analysis done post smoothing and has the potential to shift results
surreptitiously if not accounted for. Because the average is incremental and moves
forward, it does fully account for changes in low frequency signal (the actual curve) until
slightly after they have happened. This means that big peaks and troughs have the
potential to shift from their actual location to slightly later for their smoothed location.
This can be a big issue if the location o f a particular peak needs to be precisely known.
For the purposes o f this study, however, the average shifting length is negligible
compared to the duration o f time measured in these experiments and is inconsequential to
the equations that time is a variable in. This is part a product o f the design o f the fit, and
part a product o f the field environment from which this data came.
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III.

Pressure Transducer Calibration
To calibrate the differential pressure transducer, depths from a zero level were

measured in a bucket then the bucket was filled with water. The pressure transducer was
then suspended at each o f the depth markings and the reading was recorded. The
resulting curve shows a good linear relationship between reading and depth (Figure iii.l).
The minor deviation o f some points from the fit line is likely due to the difficulty of
placing the pressure transducer at the exact depth (due to the refractive nature o f the airto-water transition on optics) rather than any real fluctuation in the instrument reading.
Calibration
T
y = 3 . 7 5 + 21.6X

R=C . 99 9

y

-10

X

/'

................# ....

<D
£2.

-1 5

►
-20

......... ♦ .........

____

-2 5
-

1.2

- 0.8

-

0.6

i

-OA

-

0.2

P-Ducer reading

F igure ilLl Calibration o f the differential pressure transducer with governing equation
and R-value.
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B)

D etailed A nalyses

I

C h ann el C ross-Sectional A rea A nalysis

Between the two geometric shapes that could potentially be used to compute the
cross-sectional area o f smaller channels, the triangle is the easiest to solve. The area o f a
triangle is simply

A = }^bh

( i.l)

where b is the length o f the base (in this case the width o f the channel) and the h is the
height (in this case the depth o f the channel.) The area o f a circle segment, the other
possible shape, is much more difficult to obtain given the information I have to work
with.
Though intuitively it may seem like a simple geometric problem, the actual area
o f a circle segment cut off by a chord is:
R
J R cos(y^O)
J - R sin()^0)
si

(i.2)

(Weisstein 2005)

F igu re i.1

A rea

o f a circle segment bisected by chord. Blue area is stream. Radius is

not known, causing otherwise simple calculation to become quite complex.
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The data presented in Figure 3.1 shows what exactly is being measured and why it is not
so simple. Rather than solving formula i.2 directly by integration, a numerical
approximation is given by Harris and Stocker (1998) that is appropriate;

(1.3 )

A~Ach + —
where: h = A, length o f chord to arc

Harris and Stocker found this formula to be accurate to within 0.1% when 0° s 0 s 150°,
and accurate to within 0.8% when 150° ^ 6 ^ 180°. Although it would be simpler to use a
triangle, a check shows what the difference is for a couple of my more common
measurements.
c = 10

At

6 = 10
h —\

^circle - 6.71
^ tr ia n g le ~

5 .0

-> that is a difference o f 25%
c = 10

At

^ = 10
A= 4

Kircte = 29.86
^ tr ia n g le

“

-> that is a difference o f 33%
In traditional fluvial systems cross-sectional shape trends towards a curved shape
most often. While water flowing over ice is by no means a typical fluvial system, field
observations suggest that channels are more often curved than box-shaped or V-shaped,
and thus a circle segment is a preferred model over a triangle or rectangle for the crosssectional shape.
If the differences in cross-sectional area had been less than 10% or so for the
measurements I commonly worked with I could have accepted the triangular shape as a
mathematically simpler substitute for the circle segment. However, seeing how my two
representative examples gave area differences of 25% and 33%, I must stick with
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computing the circle segment for solving for cross sectional area for smaller-sized
drainage channels.

Because the solution is a numerical approximation of the double integration, an accuracy
check of cross-sectional area should be performed. Given the accuracy of Harris and
Stockers’ formula; if [h = depth] and [c = width] of a semicircle, what is [h/c] at 150^?
(At 180^ it is 0.5.)
R = h-\- d

(1.4)
(Weisstein, 2005)

c

= 2 /? s in (X 0 )

(1.5)
(Weisstein, 2005)

R =

(1.6 )

2 sin (K 0 )

h +d =

(1.7)

2sin(j^8)

d = X cco t(> ^0 )

(1.8)

(1.9)

2sin(>^0)
0 = 150°

at

c = 10

so at [ ^

h = 3.8366

= 0.38366] accuracy transitions from 0.1% to 0.8%. While it is good to keep in

mind that accuracy is variable over the range o f solutions using this or any numerical
approximation, for my study the greatest discrepancy in accuracy affects an irrelevant
change in the results compared to the scale in which I compare results. At greater than
= 0.5] I use a rectilinear geometry rather than a circle segment because field
observations suggest that when the depth exceeds the width o f a supra-glacial channel the
water is usually exploiting a fracture, and consequently exhibits a rectilinear crosssection. Also it is mathematically extraordinarily simpler to use a rectilinear crosssection than trying to analyze a parabolic shape, which is what would be necessary at
^

> 0.5 if a rounded channel shape were to be used. Also, at greater than a certain
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width threshold I am electing to treat all cross-sections as rectilinear. From field
experience I 11 call that width 70 cm. Water-on-ice channel morphology tends to flatten
out at higher discharges, for reasons of which I am not entirely certain, but believe may
relate to the meter-scale hummock morphology and the gradient.

II.

Bed Radar
While the 5 mhz data was migrated, it had not been picked for it’s Z-values,

which correspond to depth from surface. The grayscale image provided did not have a
real width, only internal width. One option would be to divide the total width by the
number of traces, then use the resultant distance to create evenly spaced ticks on the xaxis. Picks corresponding the voltage traces could then be taken from the grayscale
image at the corresponding tick locations. As long as the order of the picks was tracked,
this would match the appropriate depth value with the appropriate tick. However, I did
not like this approach because the grayscale analysis renders the voltage trace at a fairly
low resolution o f about 15 m, and is often much less defined than the example in Figure
3.7 (of section 3.5.1).
For this reason I chose to go back to the original migrated voltage traces. The bed
signature can be easily discerned at a higher resolution here than is possible to achieve in
the grayscale image. The signature is recognizable by a distinctive “step” in the opposite
direction of the direction that the radar “stepped out” to begin with. This means that if
the trace starts by going right the bed reflection will be a peak that points to the left. To
analyze these traces I wrote a program in Matlab that plots all the traces in order at an
even spacing. It then highlights the traces one by one, stopping at each one and asking
the user to pick the bed signature. By plotting all traces at once and going through them
in a step-wise fashion, it allows the user to maintain continuity between traces in sections
that require a higher degree of judgment. The program (Figure ii.l) then creates a text
file that has the distance o f each trace from the start of the transect, according to the
spacing between traces used in the field, and the depth to bed o f that trace.
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Profile 3

T%lT^TTTTTTrTTTTTTTrT^^

50

100

Q.

150

200

250
-200

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1600

1400

Voltage (RMS-dlfference+offset)

F igure iLl Example o f program “onebyonepickplot.m” in use. Individual traces are all
mapped in close proximity to each other. Red trace is current trace, which user “picks.”
The correct depth pick would be where the trace steps left below 100 meters.
The beginning o f these radar traverses were surveyed by Riihimaki et al. in 2000. The
XY locations o f each trace was created by extending the spacing distance perpendicular
to glacier axis from the starting location surveyed by Riihimaki et al. Depth was then
extended downwards from the interpolated glacial surface in order to get absolute
elevation.
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C)

M oulin D ata Sheet as data file.

Moulin Data Sheet.xls
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D)

Surface G ridding R eport

Gridding Report

W ed Ju n O l 15:36:25 2005
Elasped time for gridding:

136.4 seconds

Data Source
Source Data File Name:

C:\Documents and Settings\jonathan.reeve\My
Documents\beddata\JR_GIS\tracks_wJongpro_latest.txt
X Column
A
Y Column
B
Z Column
C
Data Counts
Active Data:
Original Data:
Excluded Data:
Deleted Duplicates:
Retained Duplicates:
Artificial Data;
Superseded Data:

18470
18470

0
0

0
0
0

Univariate Statistics
X

Y

Z

569519
570235
570909
571548
573461.65
571490.325
3942.65
1313
651
570999.78281321
570960.61676913
925.97579526375
857431.17341433

6763646.1
6766468
6767363
6768325
6769746
6766696.05
6099.9000000004
1857
928
6767246.934288
6767279.9403814
1416.5347479001
2006570.6920084

924
1130
1240
1326
1732.43
1328.215
808.43
196
97.05
1256.9984473146
1252.6507968179
174.83947743364
30568.842869269
0.13909283484571
0.62574256664507

X

Y

Z

1.000

-0.945
1.000

0.966
-0.988
1,000

X

Y

Z

857431.17341433

-1240164.3944978
2006570.6920084

156366.39963262
-244801.06454638
30568.842869269

0.056479083063844

-0.088755962151771

Minimum:
25%-tile:
Median:
75%-tile:
Maximum:
Midrange:
Range:
Interquartile Range:
Median Abs. Deviation:
Mean:
Trim Mean (10% ):
Standard Deviation:
Variance:
Coef. o f Variation:
Coef. o f Skewness:

Inter-Variable Correlation

X:
Y:
Z:

Inter-Variable Covariance

X:
Y:
Z:

Planar Regression: Z = A X + B Y + C
Fitted Parameters

Parameter Value:

569640.96320223
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Standard Error;

9.4192737169728E-005

6.1572912261741E-005

A

B

C

1.000

-0.945
1.000

-0.957
0.999
1.000

467.85883945158

Inter-Parameter Correlations

A:
B:
C:

A N O V A Table
Source

df

Sum o f Squares

Mean Square

Regression;

2
1.919E+007
18467
18469

564334985.34349

282167492.67175

271542,45179749
564606527.79529

14 704199480018

Residual;
Total;

Coefficient o f M ultiple Determination (R^2):

0.999519058958

Nearest Neighbor Statistics
Separation

(Delta Zj

Minimum;
25%-tile;
Median;
75%-tile;
Maximum:
Midrange;
Range;
Interquartile Range;
Median Abs. Deviation;
Mean;
Trim Mean (10% );
Standard Deviation;
Variance;
Coef. o f Variation:
Coef. o f Skewness;
Root Mean Square;
Mean Square;

0
1.156027681383
4.4721359549996
8.6023252670426
20.124611797498
10.062305898749
20.124611797498
7.4462975856597
3.3361782093944
5.1724531426773
5.0030545188073
3.778242283976
14.275114756424
0.73045461790697
0.45655097609467
6.4054185085453
41.029386269615

0
0.019999999999982
1
5
47
23.5
47
4.98
1
3.896761608013
3.0741516963426
6.2386712726066
38.921019247647
1.6009886927078
2.0561211854952
7.3556624635264
54.105770277331

Complete Spatial Randomness
Lambda;
Clark and Evans;
Skellam;

0.000767990689122
0,28668471473989
3656.7707910951

Exclusion Filtering
Exclusion Filter String;

Not In Use

Duplicate Filtering
Duplicate Filtering:

N o t In Use

Break line Filtering
Breakline Filtering;

Not In Use

Gridding Rules
Gridding Method;
Weighting Power:
Smoothing Factor:
Anisotropy Ratio;
Anisotropy Angle;

Inverse Distance to a Power
1.2
10
1
0

Search Parameters
Search Ellipse Radius #1:
Search Ellipse Radius #2;

3630
3630
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Search Ellipse Angle:
Number o f Search Sectors:
Maxim um Data Per Sector:
M axim um Empty Sectors:
M inim um Data:
Maxim um Data:

0
4
16
3

5
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Output Grid
Grid File Name:
C:\Documents and Settings\jonathan.reeve\My
Documents\beddata\JR_GIS\tracks_w_longpro_Iatest.grd
Grid Size:
204 rows x 132 columns
Total Nodes:
26928
Filled Nodes:
26928
0
Blanked Nodes:
Grid Geometry
X Minimum:
X Maximum:
X Spacing:
Y Minimum:
Y Maximum:
Y Spacing;

569519
573461.65
30.096564885496
6763646.1
6769746
30.048768472908

Grid Statistics
932.6100453921
Z Minimum:
1196.9924423891
Z 25%-tile:
1327.0674014013
Z Median:
1482.2797115165
Z 75%-tile:
1723.9945515395
Z Maximum:
1328.3022984658
Z Midrange:
791.38450614743
Z Range:
285.28726912743
Z Interquartile Range:
141.6226526534
Z Median Abs. Deviation:
1332.9961017041
Z Mean:
1332.6230107279
Z Trim Mean (10% ):
172.26871801224
Z Standard Deviation:
29676.51120558
Z Variance:
0.12923422491034
Z Coef. o f Variation:
0.068166408722357
Z Coef. o f Skewness:
1344.0815147765
Z Root Mean Square:
Z Mean Square:
1806555.118364
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Dye-Return Curve Data Sheet

E)

Inflection

first dye

average

volume

Peak

Experiment travel time

time

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
averages

0:33:20
2:05:26
1:42:07
2:22:58
3:18:00
5:06:40
1:14:07
1:48:22
7:17:24
1:57:59
1:06:07
1:03:05
2:27:58

10:38:00
13:39:56
17:57:07
13:26:58
13:12:00
15:31:40
15:51:07
14:26:52
2:29:54
20:23:59
13:27:07
10:42:05

10:30:31
13:25:23
17:40:59
13:16:01
12:06:46
15:29:48
15:44:03
14:16:56
0:39:27
20:21:33
13:17:19
10:39:12

0:25:51
1:50:53
1:25:59
2:12:01
2:12:46
5:04:48
1:07:03
1:38:26
5:26:57
1:55:33
0:56:19
1:00:12
2:06:24

1010
2771
2615
4143
2615
2291
2406
3181
2771
4143
1490
1132
2547

0.505
0.368
0.427
0.483
0.220
0.125
0.541
0.489
0.106
0.585
0.376
0.299
0.377

travel velocity (m/s) injected (ml)
distance
(f=0.5)
0.71
160
1420
0.46
200
3459
0.55
230
3348
0.57
4860
400
0.28
3348
300
2856
0.16
230
2945
0.66
400
3828
0.59
300
3459
0.13
300
4860
0.69
400
1867
0.47
300
1497
0.40
220
0.47
3146
287

2005
2
4
5
6
7
8
14
15
16
17
19
20
averages

0:50:06
1:30:27
1:22:08
1:10:42
1:07:14
2:04:48
3:18:13
2:18:56
2:06:58
1:57:32
1:44:55
1:57:21
1:47:27

18:13:06
18:04:27
13:48:08
18:17:42
12:12:14
19:41:48
20:34:13
7:58:56
13:25:58
19:50:52
19:02:55
12:26:21

18:09:12
17:55:14
13:39:56
18:13:14
12:07:37
19:33:35
20:09:01
7:47:59
13:15:36
19:40:22
18:53:42
12:18:25

0:46:12
1:21:14
1:13:56
1:05:14
1:02:37
1:56:35
2:43:01
2:07:59
1:56:36
1:53:22
1:35:42
1:49:25
1:37:39

579
875
1170
1120
1120
3170
2310
3170
3170
2310
2360
2300
1971

0.192
0.161
0.237
0.264
0.278
0.423
0.194
0.380
0.416
0.328
0.375
0.327
0.298

300
250
350
300
300
350
350
350
350
350
350
330
327.5

pt. time travel time

linear travel

measured

peak

average
linear
distance (m) velocity (m/s)
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median (off peak)
experiment time

10:21
12:37
17:06
12:16
11:33
12:58
15:14
13:32
22:51
19:25
12:54
10:11

17:46:06
17:14:37
13:02:58
17:40:07
11:36:19
18:35:17
18:42:30
6:44:00
12:17:18
18:46:51
18:05:51
11:23:43

discharge (cfs)

length of
curve (sec)

curve front/back
time ratio

192
576
598
423
113
333
1526
685
142
1442
546
92
556

1115
2224
1754
8450
35899
2799
2316
7716
20269
2394
2523
41935
10783

0.58
0.70
1.35
0.08
0.12
0.01
0.22
0.08
0.49
0.07
0.31
1.16
0.43

yes - 2 at 20:30
no
maybe
maybe
probably not
yes
no
maybe
no
no
no
yes

300
1610
1470
7770
1340
636
1120
849
1250
730
2480
1778

1520
2247
2747
2774
1150
1720
6627
1936
3248
4320
2800
3327
2868

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no

additional
pulses?

subjective quality
assesment

Dispersion
Coefficient

70%
80%
40%
85%
50%
80%
60%
50%
30%
50%
95%
50%
62%

NA
1.28
3.56
1.73
1.81
0.0047
1.7
1.11
0.28
0.85
1.5
0.034
1.26

F)

Bed G ridding R eport

Gridding Report

Mon N ov 28 12:25:45 2005
Elasped time for gridding:

23.1 seconds

Data Source
Source Data File Name:
X Column:
Y Column
Z Column

D:\ArcGIS\beddata\processed_data\whole glacier\bed\falsedat_superbed_allradar.txt
A
B
C

Data Counts
Active Data:
Original Data:
Excluded Data:
Deleted Duplicates:
Retained Duplicates:
Artificial Data:
Superseded Data:

16546
16682
0
136
114

0
0

Univariate Statistics
X

Y

Z

569225.2
570107.82
570638.52
571243.73
573461.65
571343.425
4236.4500000001
1135.91
561,69000000006
570756.52632339
570698.12717735
841.78784470042
708606.77548538

6763974.78
6766924.4
6767781.2
6768642.8
6770455
6767214 89
6480.2199999997
1718.3999999994
859.40000000037
6767691.5787449
6767735.0682951
1245.6856641303
1551732.7738198

910.9
974.03353
1040.7449
1127.3
1603.3
1257.1
692.4
153.26647
74.21486
1080.221690026
1065.8280389071
144.40240151446
20852.053563143
0.13367848733993
1.6123859071286

X

Y

Z

1.000

-0.963
1.000

0.951
-0.933
1.000

X

Y

Z

708606.77548538

-1010307.6382347
1551732.7738198

115584 14169926
-167743.92446588
20852.053563143

0.1242206754733
0.0015691712326984

-0.02625606550328
0.0010603872030278

Minimum:
25%-tile:
Median:
75%-tile:
Maximum:
Midrange:
Range:
Interquartile Range:
Median Abs. Deviation:
Mean:
Trim Mean (10% ):
Standard Deviation:
Variance:
Coef. o f Variation.
Coef. o f Skewness:

Inter-Variable Correlation

X:
Y:
Z.

Inter-Variable Covariance

X:
Y;
Z:

Planar Regression: Z = A X + B Y + C
Fitted Parameters

Parameter Value:
Standard Error:

107873.41523486
8042.8564871103
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Inter-Parameter Correlations

A:
B:
C:

A

B

C

1.000

-0.963
1.000

-0.971
1.000
1.000

A N O V A Table
Source

df

Sum o f Squares

Mean Square

F

Regression:
Residual:
Total:

2
16543
16545

310464580.0733
34553498.182663
345018078.25596

155232290.03665
2088 7081050996

74320

Coefficient o f M ultiple Determination (R''2);

0.89985018072871

Nearest Neighbor Statistics
Separation

[Delta Z|

Minimum:
25%-tile:
Median:
75%-tile:
Maximum:
Midrange:
Range:
Interquartile Range:
Median Abs. Deviation:
Mean:
Trim Mean (10% ):
Standard Deviation:
Variance:
Coef. o f Variation:
Coef. o f Skewness:
Root Mean Square:
Mean Square:

0.03000000002794
1.0928860876893
1.116064513833
1.1364858115764
298.20596908861
149.11798454432
298.17596908858
0.043599723887137
0.021652498461432
1.8388401477802
1.1206263653189
8.1927193205627
67.120649865521
4.4553733126028
22.92138010465
8.3965458942716
70.501982954609

0
0.049999999999955
0.12329999999997
0.19999999999993
185.69
92.845
185.69
0.14999999999998
0.073300000000017
0.41686364601717
0.15859002016519
3.7697128102311
14.21073467162
9.0430356454634
33.168706883599
3.7926916525063
14.384509970991

Complete Spatial Randomness
Lambda:
Clark and Evans:
Skellam:

0.00060269999063674
0.09028686329989
4417.4882732901

Exclusion Filtering
Exclusion Filter String:

Not In Use

Duplicate Filtering
Duplicate Points to Keep;
X Duplieate Tolerance:
Y Duplieate Tolerance:
Deleted Duplicates;
Retained Duplicates:
Artificial Data:
Breakline Filtering
Breakline Filtering:
Gridding Rules
Gridding Method:
Kriging Type:
Polynomial D rift Order:
Kriging std. deviation grid:
Semi-Variogram Model
Component Type:
Anisotropy Angle:

First
0.0005
0.00077
136
114

0
Not In Use

Kriging
Point

0

Linear

0
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Anisotropy Ratio:
Variogram Slope:
Search Parameters
Search Ellipse Radius #1 :
Search Ellipse Radius #2:
Search Ellipse Angle:
Number o f Search Sectors;
Maxim um Data Per Sector:
Maxim um Empty Sectors:
M inim um Data:
M axim um Data:
Output Grid
Grid File Name:
Grid Size:
Total Nodes:
Filled Nodes:
Blanked Nodes:

6000
6000

0
4
16
3

8

64

D:\ArcGlS\beddata\processed_data\whole glacier\bed\temp-trash.grd
100 rows X 6 6 columns
6600
6600

0

Grid Geometry
X Minimum:
X Maximum:
X Spacing:
Y Minimum:
Y Maximum:
Y Spacing:

569225.2
573461.65
65.176153846155
6763974.78
6770455
65.456767676765

Grid Statistics
Z Minimum:
Z 25%-tile:
Z Median:
Z 75%-tile:
Z Maximum:
Z Midrange:
Z Range:
Z Interquartile Range:
Z Median Abs. Deviation:
Z Mean:
Z T rim Mean (10% ):
Z Standard Deviation:
Z Variance:
Z Coef. o f Variation:
Z Coef. o f Skewness:
Z Root Mean Square;
Z Mean Square:

911.50673376682
1248.8357228131
1354.7700191425
1434.959863638
1602.8218301207
1257.1642819438
691.3150963539
186.12414082491
89.599521817675
1324.9032046888
1332.923627984
147.89469018792
21872.839385781
0.11162678878315
-0.82579083694291
1333.132154432
1777241.3411805
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